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        1                     P R O C E E D I N G S

        2                   Tuesday, February 9, 2010

        3                             - - -

        4                  MS. SCHURDAK:  Yesterday during the course of the

        5      issue arose with respect to Student No. 4 that Dr. Gustafson

        6      testified about.  There was an issue that Attorney Fennick

        7      raised whether or not Student No. 4 had ever attended the

        8      charter school.  I believe that he agrees with me that the

        9      student did attend the charter school from April '08 through

       10      the end of that school year in '08 and I have provided
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       11      Counsel with actual invoices sent by the charter school for

       12      payment for that student and that student's name, in fact,

       13      is listed by the charter school as one of the students

       14      there.

       15                   MR. LITTS:  Is that correct, Mr. Fennick?

       16                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes, we checked our records.

       17      He was enrolled for 46 days in the Spring of '08.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  Well, it's on the record now, so we

       19      have that information.

       20                   Before we -- we took this a little bit of out

       21      of order, but we'll reconvene the hearing.  Today is

       22      February 9th, 2010, approximately 10 after 10:00.  We have

       23      three board members who are present today and they are

       24      seated to my immediate left and if they could identify

       25      themselves for the record.
�
                                                                      1077

        1                   MR. BOCKELMAN:  Henry Bockelman.

        2                   MR. SMITH:  Rick Smith.

        3                   MR. STERN:  Michael Stern.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Okay.  And at this point we

        5      recessed yesterday with Dr. Gustafson on the stand and she

        6      was being cross examined by Mr. Fennick.  Mr. Fennick,

        7      are you ready to proceed?

        8                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes, I am.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  You may.

       10                             - - -

       11      CONTINUED CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. FENNICK:

       12             Q     Good morning.

       13             A     Good morning.

       14             Q     I wanted to start with something we touched on

       15      yesterday which was this procedural versus substantive issue
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       16      in the role of the Department of Education.  You would agree

       17      that the department does cyclical monitoring.

       18             A     Correct.

       19             Q     And in that cyclical monitoring they check

       20      things that the school -- a school is doing in their Special

       21      Education.  Do you agree with that?

       22             A     Yes.

       23             Q     One of those things would be whether the school

       24      is providing a continuum of services; is that correct?

       25             A     Correct.
�
                                Gustafson - Cross                     1078

        1             Q     And another one of those things would be

        2      whether the school is including too many children in their

        3      Special Education programming?

        4             A     Correct.

        5             Q     And also whether the school is removing too

        6      many children from the Special Education programming.

        7             A     Correct.

        8             Q     And they also check whether the school is

        9      complying with the Gaskin requirements on least restrictive

       10      environment; is that correct?

       11             A     Correct.

       12             Q     Now, I want to ask you to go back to Student

       13      No. 1.  Are you with me on who that is?

       14             A     Yes.

       15             Q     And please forgive me if I ask something I've

       16      already asked you.  I'm not doing it on purpose.  If this

       17      student's parents withdrew the student as a result of a

       18      disciplinary incident then the charter school's Special

       19      Education obligation to this student would end.  Is that

       20      right?

       21             A     Correct.
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       22             Q     So, I'm going to show you a document which is

       23      dated 11-29-07 and I'm going to ask you, does that appear to

       24      be a withdrawal form for Student No. 1?

       25             A     Yes.
�
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        1             Q     And does it appear to be signed by the mother?

        2             A     Yes.

        3             Q     And is this from the Pocono Mountain -- does

        4      this show that the student is withdrawing from the Pocono

        5      Mountain Charter School?

        6             A     Yes.

        7             Q     Thank you.  Now, we covered this yesterday.

        8      You wrote to Mr. Severs, I believe, on Student No. 1 on

        9      January 21st, 2008.  Would you take a look at Joint 14,

       10      please?

       11             A     What number is that?

       12             Q     I'm sorry.

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  Can we agree this is Joint 14?

       14                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Tab 20.  Whatever is easier.

       15             Q     The date of that letter is January 21st, 2008;

       16      is that right?

       17             A     Correct.

       18             Q     And you did not copy the Department of

       19      Education or any of the solicitors on -- school district

       20      solicitors on that letter; is that correct?

       21             A     Correct.

       22             Q     We may have talked about this yesterday in

       23      terms of what's required when you change the placement of a

       24      Special Education child and you talked about the

       25      requirements of a reevaluation.  My question is related to
�
                                Gustafson - Cross                     1080
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        1      the parent not signing a Permission to Evaluate.  Did you

        2      say that the school would then not be required or, in fact,

        3      couldn't do some of the testing that the school wanted to

        4      do?

        5             A     The law states that you have to have parental

        6      consent.  You can move forward with the reevaluation if it

        7      indicates -- if there's clear documentation that you -- the

        8      district or the agency made reasonable attempts at securing

        9      the parent's approval.  If you can document that you have

       10      sent certified letters, you contacted the parent, you have

       11      done all and made reasonable attempts then you can move

       12      forward.

       13             Q     You mentioned that one of the indicators that a

       14      student might be special -- in need of Special Education is

       15      that the student has failing grades.  Do you recall that?

       16             A     We look at progress, yes.

       17             Q     Well, you remember specifically referring to

       18      failing grades.

       19             A     Failing grades don't indicate a learning

       20      disability.  It's one of the areas that we look at when

       21      you're determining their achievement towards state

       22      standards, towards testing, towards access to the

       23      curriculum, on grade level curriculum.  So, it's not --

       24      it's -- we don't say a student is failing and so, therefore,

       25      they require Special Education services.
�
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        1             Q     Are there other categories of Special Education

        2      services in addition to learning disability?

        3             A     Yes.  There's 13.

        4             Q     All right.  So -- and, again, if I mis-

        5      understood you please just tell me.  I thought you said that

        6      when you are determining whether a student might need to be
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        7      evaluated that you would -- one of the factors that you look

        8      at is whether the student is receiving failing grades.  If

        9      I'm mistaken, just tell me I'm mistaken.

       10             A     That's one of the factors.

       11             Q     There could be other factors that a student

       12      fails; is that correct?

       13             A     Correct.

       14             Q     Drug use would be one.  You have to say yes or

       15      no.

       16             A     Yes.

       17             Q     Absenteeism; is that correct?

       18             A     Yes, and that should all be documented in the

       19      evaluation report that those areas -- that's been looked at.

       20      Other factors is actually one of the 10 criteria, I guess,

       21      that you're looking at if that's what you're trying to ....

       22             Q     Are you saying then that a school should

       23      evaluate every student who has a failing grade?

       24             A     No, I didn't say that at all.  I said the

       25      grades are definitely reviewed.  We have to determine why a
�
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        1      student is not making progress.

        2             Q     All right, but I'm talking about a regular

        3      education student and it comes to your attention through

        4      some mechanism that this student has some failing grades.

        5      Do you then immediately initiate an evaluation process under

        6      IDEA?

        7             A     No.  Typically what school districts --

        8      there's a screening process under Child Find that you need

        9      to go through and that's looking at did they respond to any

       10      kind of interventions or what have you done in the General

       11      Ed. classroom to assist that student and -- so, we go
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       12      through a whole screening process with guidance counselors

       13      and it's a team approach.  We have child study teams.  I

       14      don't know, other districts might call their teams something

       15      different.  So, there's a lot that's done before just

       16      arbitrarily issuing a Permission to Evaluate or should be

       17      done as part of the screening process under Child Find.

       18             Q     I understand, and I think you're agreeing with

       19      me, but I want to make sure.  Are you saying then that a

       20      school should convene some kind of team, I don't even want

       21      to put a label on it, but some kind of team to discuss every

       22      student who has a failing grade to see if further

       23      investigation is warranted?

       24             A     Yes, that would be my suggestion.

       25             Q     Is that what the Pocono Mountain School
�
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        1      District does?

        2             A     I can't say for sure that it's every single

        3      student, but we definitely look -- in fact, we just did it

        4      the other day.  We pulled every student that failed two or

        5      three classes or more and took -- and were looking at each

        6      individual student through the child study team process in

        7      every single school to determine why they're not making

        8      progress.

        9             Q     And do you keep records of the fact that you've

       10      done that?

       11             A     Yes, we do.

       12                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to object in terms of

       13      what the school district is doing.  I don't believe that's

       14      relevant to this proceeding.

       15                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, it is relevant because she

       16      is saying -- I'm trying to figure out what she believes the

       17      charter school should be doing and since she works for this
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       18      district and is the Assistant Superintendent for Special

       19      Education I'm trying to figure out what they do so we can

       20      compare it to whether the charter school is complying with

       21      what she believes should be done.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Well, Mr. Fennick, you have asked,

       23      by my interpretation, this question at least five different

       24      ways and the answers --

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  I have one more question.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  -- have been consistent.  So,

        2      let's move on to something else.  She explained that it's a

        3      factor to be looked at in trying to determine whether a kid

        4      should be recommended for evaluation or not.  So, let's move

        5      on to something else.

        6             Q     Assuming you have records -- well, I'll ask it

        7      more abstractly so we can avoid an objection.  If the -- if

        8      a school is going through a process of looking at every

        9      student that has some failing grades would the team's

       10      findings on that student be in the student -- individual

       11      student's records?

       12             A     It depends on how it's documented.  I know

       13      we -- teams make personal notes, there's -- principals keep

       14      notes on team meetings as they discuss each individual

       15      student.  So, it depends on how it's documented.

       16             Q     All right.  Now, with regard to Student No. 1,

       17      specifically, is this student currently enrolled in your

       18      district?

       19             A     Yes.

       20             Q     And is the student receiving Special Education

       21      services?

       22             A     Yes.
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       23             Q     Your complaint about her as far as the charter

       24      school is that you couldn't determine what services are

       25      being given and you didn't see an IEP.
�
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        1                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I just would caution Counsel to

        2      try and stay away from pronouns.

        3                   MR. FENNICK:  You're right.  You're right.  I

        4      was doing great.

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  You were.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  While I have the mike, I would note

        7      for the record that Meg Dilger, school board member, joined

        8      us about 10 minutes ago.  You may proceed.

        9             Q     Let me ask that question again.  Is your

       10      concern about the charter school that you cannot determine

       11      from the records you have what services were provided to

       12      this student by the charter school?

       13             A     I have to refer to my summary in the letter.

       14             Q     What letter are you looking at?

       15             A     The letter I wrote to Mr. Severs.

       16             Q     Okay.  Well, I'll just ask you about the letter

       17      then.  It's much easier.  If you're looking at the

       18      January 21st letter the first category you have under

       19      Reevaluation Report, you discuss the issue of the

       20      identification of a certified school psychologist.  Would

       21      you say that your concern is procedural or substantive?

       22             A     It's required that -- it says it right on the

       23      reevaluation report that a school psychologist must do

       24      the -- must -- is required to do the evaluations and is the

       25      chairperson -- it doesn't say that in the report, but they
�
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        1      are to chair the MDE team, they're part of that

        2      multi-disciplinary team when looking at specific learning
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        3      disabilities.

        4             Q     Is your concern procedural or substantive?

        5             A     I would say substantive.

        6             Q     And No. 2 says the report does not identify who

        7      administered the tests.  Is that procedural or substantive?

        8             A     I would say substantive.

        9             Q     And there's no progress monitoring reported.

       10      Is that procedural or substantive?

       11             A     Both, actually.

       12             Q     And, No. 5.  The date that the NOREP is signed,

       13      is that procedural or substantive?

       14             A     That's procedural.

       15             Q     Now, on the substantive ones.  For example,

       16      who did the testing?  If the testing was done by a certified

       17      school psychologist, but it just wasn't reported that way on

       18      the form would that then make it procedural?

       19             A     Well, if I was looking at patterns that I

       20      noticed it would be of a concern if there were several

       21      incidents where the school psychologist was not a member of

       22      the team.  That would be of concern.

       23             Q     That's not my question.  I know you're

       24      concerned that a qualified person needs to perform the

       25      tests.  Right?
�
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        1             A     It's identified as a school psychologist.

        2             Q     Okay.  And if a school psychologist did perform

        3      the tests but the form just doesn't say it, doesn't that

        4      make this a procedural irregularity?

        5             A     It's both.

        6             Q     Why is that substantive?

        7             A     Because it's -- it's important to be able to
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        8      determine elegibility, to be able to communicate those --

        9      it's important to the student to -- it's important to the

       10      parent, it's important to the team that a qualified person

       11      is able to do those tests for validity and reliability and

       12      communicate the results to the team accurately.

       13             Q     All right, and I'm asking you to assume that

       14      that's done, that the test is done by a qualified certified

       15      school psychologist and --

       16             A     Are we still talking about Student No. 1?

       17             Q     No, I'm talking hypothetical.  And, the

       18      psychologist is at the meeting.  Does that -- but it doesn't

       19      show up in their paperwork.  Does that make the concern

       20      procedural?

       21             A     I still say it's both.

       22             Q     And how are the parents -- how is the student,

       23      excuse me, substantively harmed by the fact that a report

       24      doesn't say a psychologist administered the test?

       25             A     If you don't have the evidence to support who
�
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        1      did the testing I don't know how you can determine that

        2      testing was valid or reliable.

        3             Q     Okay.  So, if a report of your district

        4      regarding one of these students refers to a Pocono Mountain

        5      Charter School report with scores then we can assume that

        6      your team feels that test was valid.

        7             A     Yes.

        8             Q     You, I think, told us that you spoke with this

        9      student's mother about unhappiness with the charter school

       10      removing her school [sic] from the Special Education

       11      program.

       12             A     That wasn't exactly what I said.

       13             Q     Please tell me what you said.
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       14             A     I spoke with the mom.  The mom indicated that

       15      she, in discussion with the charter school, thought it

       16      was -- they thought it was best that the mother withdraw

       17      the student.  She chose to withdraw the student.  Her

       18      unhappiness came with the other testimony that I gave.

       19             Q     All right.  Now, I'm going to show you your

       20      Permission to Evaluation and the reevaluation report on this

       21      Student No. 1.  Would you agree that what I'm handing you on

       22      the first page is the Permission to Evaluate for Student No.

       23      1 dated January 28th, '08?

       24             A     Yes.

       25             Q     And on the second page is the report dated
�
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        1      September 28th, '08.

        2             A     Yes.

        3             Q     Why did it take nine months for you to complete

        4      the report?

        5             A     For confidentiality reasons I can't answer that

        6      question.  I'd have to get into the details of the case.

        7             Q     I see.

        8                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, I don't know if we need to

        9      confer with Mr. Litts ....

       10                   MR. LITTS:  If we'll confer we'll do it on

       11      something else.  We're not doing it now.  So, the witness

       12      has answered the question.  Mr. Fennick was the one that

       13      brought up respecting the confidentiality of students and it

       14      goes both ways.  So, we can confer later at our lunch break

       15      about that issue and you can come back to it.

       16             Q     All right.  So, Dr. Gustafson, when I look at

       17      that it looks to me like you have a nine month gap.  You

       18      violated the law.  Are you telling me that there are facts
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       19      that I don't know --

       20                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, I've already advised

       21      that we're not going into this issue until we have the

       22      opportunity to talk about it.  So, move on.

       23                   MR. FENNICK:  No, I'm not asking her for

       24      specific factors, Mr. Litts, so please let me finish my

       25      question.  I'm not asking her for specific facts about the
�
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        1      student.

        2                   MR. LITTS:  And you have asked a question

        3      assuming certain things and --

        4                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  -- this witness said she can't

        6      talked about the facts.  The document speaks for itself.

        7      If you want to put it into the record in redacted form we

        8      can take notice of the fact that it took nine months to

        9      complete the evaluation.  You have made your point.

       10      Let's move on to something else.

       11                   MR. FENNICK:  I have not made my point and I'm

       12      not -- I want to ask one more question.  Please let me

       13      finish the question before you decide that it's out of

       14      order.

       15             Q     Dr. Gustafson, again, my question is I see a

       16      nine month gap, right?  Are you telling me that there are

       17      facts -- I'm not asking you to tell me what those facts are,

       18      but are you telling me that there are facts that if I knew

       19      them I would understand why there's a nine month gap?

       20             A     I'm telling you that this case has some

       21      factors.  I cannot speak for the delay or if those factors

       22      had anything to do with the delay.  I would have to

       23      investigate and find out.

       24             Q     And I don't have the complete record on this
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       25      student, obviously, right?  For confidentiality reasons you
�
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        1      have some information that I don't have, correct?

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  My concern -- I have to object

        3      because I know why the delay exists and I can't allow this

        4      witness to put that on the record because it would identify

        5      the student.

        6                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm not asking her why the delay

        7      exists.

        8                   MR. LITTS:  I thought you did, but --

        9                   MR. FENNICK:  No.  No, I'm not.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  -- we'll talk about it at lunch.

       11             Q     Dr. Gustafson, do you see that I've jumped to a

       12      conclusion here that it took you nine months, so you must

       13      have done something wrong?  I've jumped to that conclusion.

       14      Do you see that?

       15             A     You don't -- I don't know ....

       16             Q     Go ahead.

       17             A     ... what your conclusion is.

       18             Q     My conclusion is that you waited too long,

       19      okay?  My conclusion may be wrong, but you see I've jumped

       20      to that conclusion?

       21             A     Yes, and you're asking me why and --

       22             Q     No, I'm not asking you why.

       23                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'd ask that Attorney Fennick

       24      allow the witness to finish answering the question before he

       25      jumps in.
�
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        1             Q     Am I wrong in jumping to that conclusion?

        2             A     If a person feels that I was jumping to

        3      conclusions based on the documentation in the letters that
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        4      I have sent to the charter school they certainly had every

        5      opportunity to call me and ask me, "Wait a minute.  You

        6      don't know all the facts in the case.  Let me clear that up

        7      for you."

        8             Q     And you're assuming that they have a

        9      responsibility to do that.  Right?

       10             A     As part of the agreement to monitor the charter

       11      school with the Pocono Mountain School District, yes.

       12             Q     Okay, that's fair.  In that report that you

       13      have there's a history that says this student was declared

       14      no longer eligible by the team right on Page 1.  Do you see

       15      that?

       16             A     I'm sorry, after the demographics page?

       17             Q     I'm sorry, I have to look at it.  I gave you my

       18      copy.  Here.  It's Page 1 of the RR.  You were looking at

       19      the Permission to Evaluate.  It does say, does it not, that

       20      the student was declared no longer eligible in the Fall of

       21      '07, correct?

       22             A     I'm reading it.  I'm sorry.

       23             Q     Yes, go ahead.

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Where are you?

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm on the first page of the RR
�
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        1      from September of '08.

        2             A     Yes, it says that.

        3             Q     And it doesn't say that the charter school was

        4      incorrect substantively or procedurally in declaring her no

        5      longer eligible, right?

        6             A     Right.

        7             Q     Then you also include just within the next few

        8      pages a WISC, W-I-S-C, score for -- that you did on Page 4

        9      in ... I think August of '08.  Do you see that?
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       10             A     Yes.

       11             Q     And you also have in there a score that the

       12      charter school did for the same test given in October of the

       13      previous year.  Is that right?

       14             A     I just want to clarify something.  You're

       15      saying you.  You're speaking about the person that developed

       16      this report --

       17             Q     I'm talking about the district's report.  When

       18      I say you I'm talking about the district's report.

       19             A     Okay.  Yes, correct.

       20             Q     And are you basing any of your conclusions

       21      about this student on those two WISC scores?

       22             A     Am I basing -- what conclusions?

       23             Q     About the charter school doing anything wrong

       24      with this student.

       25             A     I did not have this report.
�
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        1             Q     It's your report.

        2             A     When I wrote this letter.  This report ....

        3             Q     All right.  So, you're withdrawing the letter.

        4             A     No, I didn't say that.  I base -- my letter

        5      to Mr. Severs was based on the information that I had at the

        6      time and the review of the records in trying to secure

        7      records for this student of which I had to go pick them up

        8      myself from the charter school because we had difficulty

        9      getting the records.

       10             Q     So, is your complaint with the charter school

       11      about Student 1 that you had trouble getting the records?

       12             A     There were several issues and it's documented

       13      in my letter.

       14             Q     I know that, but now you're telling me that
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       15      there's information here that came later than the letter and

       16      you're saying you justify the letter by saying, "Well, I

       17      didn't have this RR when I wrote the letter."

       18             A     This evaluation was at the request of the

       19      parent who did not feel at the time that the exiting from

       20      Special Education that the team determined was appropriate

       21      and she wanted the school to completely reevaluate the

       22      child.  It was done after that.

       23             Q     Let me try it a different way.  Do you agree

       24      that that report contains IQ scores, the WISC 4 scores, on a

       25      the test performed by the charter school, correct?
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        1             A     Yes.

        2             Q     Do you told me 10 minutes ago that if your team

        3      includes scores from the charter school then we can assume

        4      that those scores are valid.

        5             A     I wasn't disputing any scores in this child's

        6      report at all.  I was saying that -- I merely pointed out

        7      that the school psychologist who did the testing was not

        8      identified in the records that we received, nor -- and there

        9      were missing pages, too.

       10                   So, I mean, I tried to secure accurate records.

       11      I was just saying if there were -- if it was identified

       12      somewhere someone could come back to me and say, "Listen,

       13      here's what you're missing.  Here's your question, here's

       14      the information."

       15             Q     So, as of today do you believe that the test

       16      that the charter school -- was performed by a certified

       17      school psychologist?

       18             A     It appears that it was.

       19             Q     So, your complaint, as we look back on it,

       20      and I realize you didn't know this when you wrote the
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       21      letter, correct, but as we look back on it the malfeasance

       22      of the charter school was not to indicate somewhere that the

       23      test was done by a certified school psychologist.

       24             A     State the question again.

       25             Q     All right, I'm sorry.  Look.  If you don't have
�
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        1      a qualified person doing the test the test results could be

        2      all screwed up.  That hurts the kid.  We agree on that.

        3             A     Yes.

        4             Q     The other issue is if a qualified person did

        5      it, but you don't check it off on the form then there's a

        6      problem with the form, but the test results are still valid.

        7      Would you agree with that?

        8             A     I would need additional information to

        9      determine that.  It's not as easy as saying yes or no

       10      without, you know, knowing additional information.

       11             Q     Well, all right.

       12             A     Mom also indicated the school psychologist was

       13      not at the meeting.

       14             Q     I'm not asking you about that.  I'm asking you

       15      about the tests.  All right?  So, if the tests were done by

       16      a certified school psychologist, which we agree on, but they

       17      simply didn't check the right box on the form or didn't

       18      write in the form who did the test that's not an error

       19      that's going to hurt the child, is it?

       20             A     If somehow we could prove that that was -- the

       21      school psychologist actually did the test.

       22             Q     And you agree, because you put it in your

       23      report, that it was a school psychologist --

       24             A     This is not my report and I cannot speak for

       25      the school psychologist who did this report and why she
�
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        1      reported what she reported.

        2             Q     So, you're not standing by your own district's

        3      RR on this child?

        4                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  That is not her

        5      testimony.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  Sustained.

        7                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Mischaracterization.

        8                   MR. LITTS:  Sustained.  This witness's

        9      testimony -- and, again, this document is not in front of

       10      me -- is she didn't prepare the report, so she can't speak

       11      to what the author relied upon or why the author wrote what

       12      she did.

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  This is the district's report

       14      created at a time when she was the supervisor of Special

       15      Education.  Now, if she's going to come in here and say,

       16      "I can't testify that this is reliable," I don't know why

       17      we're having this whole proceeding.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  That's not what her testimony was.

       19      She said she wasn't the author of the report.

       20             Q     Was this report prepared by your team,

       21      Dr. Gustafson, by the district's team?

       22             A     Yes.

       23             Q     All right.  And what was your position with the

       24      district at the time this report was created?

       25             A     I was the assistant superintendent, but I was
�
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        1      not a member of the team.

        2             Q     So, are you telling us that we cannot rely on

        3      the information in the reports that your district generates

        4      while you are the Assistant Superintendent of Special

        5      Education?
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        6             A     I cannot speak to the content of this report.

        7      I did not draft it, I did not test the student, I cannot

        8      speak to it.

        9             Q     So, it could be completely wrong.

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  Argumentative.

       11      It's been asked and answered a number of times.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Sustained.

       13             Q     And would your answer be the same with every

       14      single Special Education student that you've discussed

       15      yesterday and today?

       16                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  Why?

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Why?  Because you keep asking

       19      the same question.

       20                   MR. FENNICK:  No, this is a different question.

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Over and over.

       22                   MR. FENNICK:  Listen to the question.  This is

       23      with regard to other students.

       24             Q     Are you telling us that we cannot rely on the

       25      accuracy of the district reports regarding other students if
�
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        1      you were not a member of the team?

        2             A     I am testifying to the fact that I reported to

        3      the facts that I had and the evidence that I had in front of

        4      me which was received or not received by -- from the charter

        5      school.  If the charter school had questions about anything

        6      that I documented they had certainly ample opportunity to

        7      call me and clear up any conclusions I may have drawn.

        8      No one has contacted me.

        9             Q     So, have you -- well, you told us that the

       10      information that you got about not getting records in some
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       11      cases came from your guidance counselors.  Right?

       12             A     They asked me to assist them in securing

       13      records because they were unsuccessful.

       14             Q     Okay, and you weren't there with them when they

       15      made those calls, were you?

       16             A     They keep documented notes on what -- when they

       17      call and when they don't call.

       18             Q     The paper in front of you, the RR, are

       19      documented notes, aren't they?

       20             A     I'm sure -- not sure what the question is.

       21             Q     Yeah.  Can we rely on the district's documented

       22      notes or not?

       23                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, you have asked this

       24      question.

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  I haven't gotten an answer.
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Yes, you did.  Let's move on to

        2      something else.

        3             Q     There's a page in that document towards the

        4      back that I folded over.  Could you go to that page?

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Can you tell me where it is in

        6      the stack so I can find it in my copy?

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  She'll tell you.

        8             Q     Where is it?  You have my copy.  Please tell us

        9      what you're looking at and how far from the back it is.

       10             A     It says Page 2 of 11.

       11             Q     All right.  Your attorney wants to know what

       12      you're looking at.  Just tell us what you're looking at.

       13      What does it say at the top?

       14                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Be careful because it has a

       15      student name on the top.  Is that ....

       16                   MR. FENNICK:  Just show her.
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       17             A     Is this --

       18                   MR. FENNICK:  Mm-hmm.

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Got it.  Thank you.

       20             Q     So, that page and the page after it, is that an

       21      example of what you're looking for in progress monitoring?

       22             A     I'm trying to figure out if the -- where the

       23      student was at the time.  It could be one form, yes.

       24             Q     Okay.  So -- and I know that's not -- that's

       25      from your reevaluation report, I guess, but is that the
�
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        1      information that you would have given to the parent that

        2      you're saying is the progress monitoring that the parents

        3      are entitled to?

        4             A     They are entitled to it, yes.

        5             Q     Would you agree that that information is

        6      primarily stuff that would appear on the student's report

        7      card; grades, a couple of comments ....

        8             A     I'm not sure if these are the -- the progress

        9      monitoring towards the annual goals of the student's IEP.

       10      That's what needs to be reported to the parents.

       11             Q     And what I'm showing you isn't it.

       12             A     I'd have to look to see if the IEP from -- it

       13      looks like that's from the charter school.  I'd have to see

       14      the IEP from the charter school and I don't know if it's in

       15      here.

       16             Q     I didn't think it was from the charter school.

       17      Never mind.  Let's move on.

       18                   Now, if you go back towards the beginning,

       19      Page 4 of the reevaluation report again --

       20                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, do you have an extra

       21      copy of this?  If we're going to spend a whole lot of time,
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       22      as hearing officer I would like to have a copy of this

       23      document in front of me.

       24                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm actually -- just this one

       25      more question while we look for a copy.
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Going forward, that's how we'd like

        2      to operate.

        3             Q     All right.  Are you on that?

        4             A     Yes.

        5             Q     Does it say that this student is in an

        6      alternative setting?

        7             A     Yes.

        8             Q     And is that -- does that placement result from

        9      the misconduct that happened at the charter school or was it

       10      something else?

       11                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to object again

       12      because of confidentiality.  I'm getting a little concerned.

       13                   MR. LITTS:  Overruled.  I understand the

       14      concern, but overruled.  Let me take over the question,

       15      if you don't mind.

       16                   MR. FENNICK:  Sure.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  I believe Mr. Fennick asked was

       18      Student 1 placed, for educational purposes, in some type of

       19      alternative educational setting.  Is that correct?

       20             A     Yes.

       21                   MR. LITTS:  Do you know the reason why that

       22      student was placed?

       23             A     No.

       24                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm sorry, I was going to hand

       25      that up to Mr. Litts.
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  You say you don't know the reason
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        2      why the student was placed there.

        3             A     A hundred percent, no.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Now, you can proceed with your

        5      questioning, Mr. Fennick.

        6             Q     Do you know whether the district gave this

        7      student a manifestation determination when the student first

        8      enrolled in the district?

        9             A     I do not.

       10             Q     All right, but you know that -- okay.  You know

       11      that the charter school did not do a manifestation

       12      determination, correct?

       13             A     There is nothing in the records to indicate

       14      that they did.

       15             Q     If we were to determine that the district also

       16      did not do a manifestation determination when the student

       17      arrived at the district can we then assume that the student

       18      was not entitled to one?

       19             A     At the time the student enrolled she was

       20      exited --

       21             Q     Oops.  Don't say she.  Go ahead.

       22             A     Oops.  The student exited -- was exited from

       23      the charter school, from Special Education services, so that

       24      means she -- the mother agreed at the time.  She then

       25      entered into our district as a regular ed. student.  I'm not
�
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        1      sure if I answered your question.

        2             Q     That's fine.  So, you accepted for placement

        3      purposes the determination that the student was not a

        4      Special Education student when the student enrolled at your

        5      school.

        6             A     We did at the time, yes.
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        7             Q     Now, I'm just going to show you a couple of

        8      documents.  These are all documents I got from you.

        9                   Dr. Gustafson, I'm just going to ask you a

       10      really simple series of questions.  Do they appear to be

       11      something and what's the date?

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Where's my copy?

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, Mr. Litts, between the time

       14      5 minutes ago that you said you wanted a copy of everything

       15      we show to the witness and now I didn't have an opportunity

       16      to make them.  I apologize.  This was not the procedure that

       17      we had been using where you get a copy of everything that's

       18      shown to the witness.  If you would like copies --

       19                   MR. LITTS:  If we're having questions where

       20      you're extensively questioning witnesses on documents that

       21      are not admitted into evidence and in order to follow along

       22      with the testimony of the questioning I need the same

       23      benefit that Counsel is given which is to review the

       24      documents at the same time.

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  And I am representing to you that
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        1      I will not be questioning her about these at any length

        2      other than does this appear to be this document dated this

        3      date and does this appear to be signed.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Well, you have heard what I said

        5      and I would hope that you would take that into account going

        6      forward.  But, I will extend you this courtesy of allowing

        7      you to question this witness.

        8                   MR. FENNICK:  Thank you.

        9             Q     I'm showing you what appears to be a

       10      Permission to Evaluate dated September 19th, '07, about

       11      Student 1.  Do you agree that that's what it appears to be?

       12             A     It is.
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       13             Q     Okay.  Does it appear to be signed by a parent

       14      of this child?

       15             A     Yes.

       16             Q     Okay.  That's all I'm asking you.

       17                   I'm showing you a -- what appears to be a

       18      reevaluation report for Student No. 1 dated March 21st, '06.

       19      Would you agree that that's what that appears to be?

       20             A     That's what it is.

       21             Q     Okay.  And does that appear to be signed by a

       22      parent?

       23             A     Yes.

       24             Q     And that's all the questions on that one.

       25                   I'm showing you a Permission to Evaluate dated
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        1      January 24th, '06.  Does that appear to be a Permission to

        2      Evaluate for Student No. 1?

        3             A     Yes.

        4             Q     And does it appear to be signed by a parent?

        5             A     Yes.

        6             Q     I'm showing you an RR dated October 7th of '07.

        7      Does that appear to be the RR for Student No. 1?

        8             A     This is the RR I reviewed that didn't indicate

        9      who the school psychologist was.

       10             Q     Okay.  And is that signed by a parent?

       11             A     Yes, but no school psychologist which is

       12      highlighted right on the bottom here that a school

       13      psychologist is required for the evaluation of --

       14             Q     Now, was that the question that I asked you?

       15             A     Nope.

       16             Q     Then why did you feel it necessary to insert

       17      those comments?
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       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  Argumentative.

       19                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, I think I'm entitled to

       20      after that response.

       21                   MR. LITTS:  Well, just -- Dr. Gustafson,

       22      just answer the question and let's go.

       23             Q     All right.  March 23rd, '07.  Does that appear

       24      to be an invitation to participate in an IEP meeting?  If I

       25      already gave you --
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        1             A     I just want to see if it's the IEP that follows

        2      this.  I'm trying to keep things -- it's difficult to answer

        3      these questions unless I'm reviewing everything at once.

        4      Yes.

        5             Q     Okay.  And last one.  I'm showing you what

        6      appears to be an IEP dated April 2nd, '07.

        7             A     May I just see if it's this meeting?

        8                   MS. SCHURDAK:  What's the date of the IEP?

        9                   MR. FENNICK:  April 20th, '07.  I'm sorry.

       10             A     And, I'm sorry, your question?

       11             Q     Does that appear to be an IEP for Student No. 1

       12      dated April 20th, '07?

       13             A     Yes.

       14             Q     And is there a signature of a parent

       15      acknowledging that the parent got procedural safeguards?

       16             A     Yes.

       17             Q     We're done with Student No. 1.  Isn't that

       18      nice?

       19                   With regard to Student No. 2, was that

       20      student -- well, when did that student leave Pocono Mountain

       21      Charter School?  Do you know?

       22             A     I'd have to review the records.

       23             Q     Well, can I suggest to you, and tell me if you
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       24      think I'm right, that this student left the Pocono Mountain

       25      Charter School at the end of the school year, came to the
�
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        1      district in the Fall, and then left the district to move the

        2      family -- moved to another geographic area in January or

        3      February?  Does that sound right?

        4             A     I'd have -- I don't know.

        5             Q     All right.  If your counsel has something that

        6      would let you know ask her to give it to you.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  The witness answered the question,

        8      Mr. Fennick.  This is your examination.

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  If you have something to refresh

       10      the witness's recollection ....

       11             Q     Well, you don't have any independent

       12      recollection of this student?

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That's not what her testimony

       14      was.

       15             Q     I'm asking a different question.

       16             A     You're asking me about dates.  I know -- I

       17      remember the student vividly, but I'm not sure of the dates.

       18      There are so many students I can't tell you when they're in

       19      and out of our district.

       20             Q     Well, I thought since this was a student that

       21      you reviewed you might know.  Well, I'll refresh your memory

       22      with an evaluation report dated --

       23                   MS. SCHURDAK:  May I see what you're

       24      looking ....

       25             Q     So, is this the RR for -- I'm sorry, it's an
�
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        1      ER at this point for the student dated September 16th of

        2      '08?
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        3                   MR. LITTS:  December or September?

        4                   MR. FENNICK:  December.

        5             A     Yes.

        6             Q     And can you just briefly look that over and

        7      tell me if it refreshes your recollection about when the

        8      student came to your district?

        9             A     There should be a Permission to Evaluate to

       10      accompany this document.

       11             Q     Well, that's the one I'm giving you, so does

       12      that tell you when the district -- when the student came to

       13      the district?

       14             A     It does not tell me when the student enrolled,

       15      no.  That's what you asked me, does it tell me when the

       16      student came to our district.

       17             Q     Yes.

       18             A     I don't see it in ... here.  I'd have to read

       19      the complete report.  I'd have to see the registration form.

       20             Q     Would you agree that the student moved from the

       21      district to another location?

       22             A     Yes.

       23             Q     Would you agree that happened in January or

       24      February of '09?

       25             A     I testified that I don't know the exact date.
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        1             Q     Well, but was it within that range?

        2             A     I do not know.

        3             Q     Did you -- when was the last time you talk to

        4      the student's parents?

        5             A     I didn't speak with the student's parents.

        6             Q     Ever?

        7             A     No.

        8             Q     Did you or anyone on your behalf advise the
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        9      student's parents that you were going to be testifying about

       10      this student's Special Education records in this proceeding?

       11      And before I get an objection, I'm not asking that on a

       12      confidentiality basis, I'm asking you that on the basis of

       13      do they know that you are claiming the charter school

       14      committed some irregularities with regard to their child's

       15      Special Education program?

       16                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to object because it

       17      calls for speculation.  How can this witness testify as to

       18      what a parent knows or doesn't know?  One would need to call

       19      the parent.

       20                   MR. FENNICK:  I can rephrase the question,

       21      but that's not the question.  The question was whether the

       22      witness or anyone on her behalf notified the parents that

       23      there would be testimony about the charter school's non-

       24      compliance with Special Education regulations regarding

       25      their child.
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        1             A     You asked me if I spoke with the parent.  I did

        2      not.

        3             Q     Did anyone on your behalf?

        4             A     Not that I'm aware of.

        5             Q     And I'm going to ask you the same question with

        6      regard to every student that you testified about.  Did you

        7      let them know or did anyone on your behalf let them know

        8      that you would be discussing the charter school's Special

        9      Education performance with regard to their child?

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to object as to

       11      relevancy.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  And I'm going to sustain the

       13      objection.
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       14                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, I'll put on the record that

       15      we want it known that the complaints that are being heard

       16      here are not complaints by the parents.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  And you will have an opportunity to

       18      make argument at a later date.

       19                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, we can't make argument if

       20      it's not on the record.

       21                   MR. LITTS:  And, like I said, Mr. Fennick,

       22      and I have reminded this to Miss Schurdak as well, and

       23      you've been around the block, Mr. Fennick, and you've been

       24      involved with charter school cases, but at least when I make

       25      a record, if the board reaches a conclusion that requires a
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        1      written decision where a certified record will be presented

        2      to CAB, and that's if because I don't know what they're

        3      going to decide, but if we get there, by law we're required

        4      to have a certified record and I will include in that

        5      certified record copies of any briefs, memorandums that are

        6      submitted setting forth those arguments.

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  But I can't make the argument if

        8      you don't let me make the record today.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  And she answered the question.

       10      She did not speak to Student No. 2's parents and --

       11                   MR. FENNICK:  And I'm asking with regard to any

       12      of the other students which did not draw an objection, by

       13      the way.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  Move on.  I sustained the

       15      objection.

       16             Q     Did any of these students' parents come to you

       17      and ask you to raise their child's -- let me rephrase that.

       18      Did any of these students' parents come to you and ask you

       19      to raise the charter school's alleged non-compliance with
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       20      Special Education rules in a revocation proceeding?

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  How --

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Overruled.  Dr. Gustafson, did any

       23      of these parents of the students that you've identified

       24      during your direct examination ask you to file a complaint

       25      on their behalf?
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        1             A     No.

        2                   MR. LITTS:  Next question.

        3             Q     Now, would you agree that the student was a

        4      student at your school before the student -- I'm sorry,

        5      after the student left the Pocono Mountain Charter School?

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Which student?  I'm sorry.

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  No. 2.

        8             A     Correct, the student left the charter school

        9      and enrolled in our school district.

       10             Q     All right.  Dr. Gustafson, I'm showing you a

       11      report concerning Student No. 2.  I can't say exactly what

       12      kind of report it is, I don't think, because of our rules

       13      here, but would you agree that that is a report regarding

       14      Student No. 2 dated February 16th of '06?

       15             A     Yes.

       16             Q     And would you agree that that report addresses

       17      a concern that you had about services that this student

       18      needed?

       19             A     Yes.

       20             Q     And would you agree that this report doesn't

       21      call for those services, but calls for monitoring on a

       22      quarterly basis?  And that would be on the second page.

       23      Monitor/consultative services once per quarter.

       24             A     Yes.
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       25             Q     That's all the questions I have on that.  So,
�
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        1      again, on this student, Student No. 2, is your complaint

        2      procedural or is it substantive?

        3             A     What complaint are you referring to?

        4             Q     Your concerns about this student.  You

        5      testified yesterday you had concerns about what the charter

        6      school had done or not done for the student.

        7             A     The concern was that there was no indication

        8      of what was provided to the student and not until we

        9      observed the student did we realize the student had some

       10      needs.  So, I'm not quite sure -- it's about the student and

       11      the student's needs.  So, I would say it's substantive.

       12             Q     Would you agree that that report did not

       13      require the charter school to provide the services that you

       14      felt that the student needed?

       15             A     I would have to look at the records I reviewed

       16      because I'm not sure I even had seen that report to see if

       17      it's in the records.  If I don't have the report I can't

       18      speak to it.  If this is the first time I'm seeing it.

       19             Q     Look at it.  I understand it may be the first

       20      time you're seeing it.  I'm sorry.  But, my question is,

       21      look at the report.  Does it say that the charter school

       22      need not provide the services that you felt the student

       23      should have been provided with?

       24             A     And without explaining to you exactly what the

       25      services were that this student needed, this is -- this is
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        1      not -- the services suggested in this report is not what I

        2      said the student needed.

        3             Q     I understand that.  That's the point.

        4                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to mark that an
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        5      exhibit.  This would be 10, I believe.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  You won't mark this one as an

        7      exhibit.  This hasn't followed any rules with regards to

        8      redaction.  I have the name of the parent and guardian.

        9                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, we'll fix it and mark it as

       10      an exhibit.  Can we label it first and then fix the

       11      redactions?

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Well --

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I have never been given this

       14      document until today.  It was not part of the records

       15      produced to Attorney Fennick.  My understanding was I was --

       16      both counsel were to give each other exhibits in advance of

       17      the hearing.  I have never seen this document before today.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  Well, we can talk about this at the

       19      lunch break.  I won't say it can't come in, but,

       20      you know ....

       21                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, I would like to at least

       22      identify it on the record.

       23                   MR. LITTS:  We will do that.  I'm not saying

       24      you can't, but we're not doing right now.  Fix it.  Let's

       25      move on.  I'm just acting consistent with the concern
�
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        1      expressed by both counsel about confidentiality and I expect

        2      they were sincere in making those statements and I expect

        3      them to live up to their obligations which is to totally

        4      redact personal identifiable information and do it on the

        5      board's time and not your time.  Move on.

        6             Q     All right, I'm going to move on to Student No.

        7      3.  Would you agree that this student left the Pocono

        8      Mountain School District to move to another location?

        9             A     Yes.
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       10             Q     Do you know whether this -- well, I'm going to

       11      show you a series of documents with regard to Student No. 3.

       12      Was this student getting Special Education services from the

       13      district when the student left the district?

       14             A     I'm not sure.  I'd -- I'm not sure.  The

       15      student was receiving speech and language services from the

       16      charter school, I do know that.

       17             Q     I'm asking about what your district was

       18      providing.

       19             A     I'm not sure.  I would have to review the

       20      records.

       21             Q     And can you tell us what your concern was about

       22      this student and what the charter school had done or not

       23      done?

       24             A     From my review of the records the student came

       25      from another state identified as a student with a specific
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        1      learning disability and the student was receiving speech and

        2      language services, but there were other concerns about

        3      academic needs that -- it wasn't clear whether that student

        4      was receiving those services or not.  It took a while to get

        5      a complete IEP, I do remember that.

        6             Q     I'm going to show you a series of records and

        7      let's make sure we're talking about the same one.  Is that

        8      right?

        9             A     Yes.

       10             Q     I'm showing you a Request for Student Records

       11      from another school, and enrollment form for the student

       12      from another school, Request for Student Health Records

       13      regarding the student, a Clear Run fax regarding this

       14      student, the fax cover sheet, and Permission to Evaluate

       15      from your district dated September 8th, '08, and a Consent
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       16      for Release of Student Records dated -- for this student

       17      dated August 14th, '08.  So, I'm showing you all those and

       18      I'll ask you some questions about them.

       19             A     Okay.

       20             Q     All right?  Would you agree that you've got a

       21      records request from the school that this student went to

       22      after the student went to the district?

       23             A     Yes.

       24             Q     And what's the date of that?

       25             A     February 25th, '09.
�
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        1             Q     And do you know when you sent the records to

        2      this school?

        3                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to object as to

        4      relevancy in terms of what this has to do with Special

        5      Education and whether the charter school's in compliance

        6      thereof.

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, the witness testified

        8      yesterday.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  She can answer the question.

       10      Just -- you guys, just listen, look at me every once in a

       11      while instead of ignoring me.  That might be helpful to

       12      expedite things.  She can answer the question.  Whether it's

       13      relevant, the board will decide that.  I'll give Mr. Fennick

       14      a little bit of leeway even with the lack of courtesies he's

       15      extending to the board here.  So, when was it that --

       16                   MR. FENNICK:  Mr. Litts, I would appreciate

       17      you're refraining from those kind of remarks because

       18      somebody else may be reading them.  I believe I am extending

       19      the board at least as much courtesy as everyone else in this

       20      room and I don't believe that it's your position as hearing
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       21      officer to be making those kinds of remarks on the record.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Well, then for purposes of the

       23      record, Mr. Fennick, I have asked both counsel to extent

       24      possible to identify documents that are being marked as

       25      exhibits and as a courtesy to the hearing officer to provide
�
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        1      copies of documents that are being referred to the witness

        2      and you haven't done that.  That's my concern.

        3                   MR. FENNICK:  And I believe the request was

        4      that you get copies of exhibits.  I am not planning on using

        5      any of these exhibits, so I did not make multiple copies.

        6      If I'm wrong, I apologize, next time I'll have it corrected,

        7      but I don't believe Attorney Schurdak was handing copies of

        8      documents that were not going to be used as exhibits to

        9      anybody yesterday.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  The question on the table was when

       11      did the school district respond to the records request.

       12             A     I do not know.

       13             Q     Now, let me show you the enrollment form.

       14      Would you agree that this appears to be the form that the

       15      parents completed when they got to the new school?

       16             A     It looks that way, yes.

       17             Q     And there's a question that says.  "was your

       18      child receiving Special Education services based on an IEP?"

       19      What answer is indicated?

       20             A     No.

       21             Q     Would you agree then that the receiving school

       22      sent to the district a Request for Health Records on

       23      February 25th, '09?

       24             A     Yes.

       25             Q     And what's the date that the student enrolled
�
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        1      in that sending school?  I'm sorry, receiving school.  I

        2      think on the second page it says February 1st.  Was filled

        3      out January 12th, '09.  Would you agree?

        4             A     Right.

        5             Q     And the anticipated date of attendance was

        6      February 1st, '09?

        7             A     Yes.

        8             Q     Now, do you know -- I'm showing you a Clear Run

        9      fax cover sheet.  Do you know who Diane Caldwell is?

       10             A     She's my secretary.

       11             Q     And do you know who M. Rinaldi is?

       12             A     Supervisor for Special Ed. for that building.

       13             Q     And this is dated -- is there a date on that,

       14      if you can tell, on the top?

       15             A     4-9-09.

       16             Q     Now, can you tell me why you were sending faxes

       17      about this student in April of '09 when the student was gone

       18      on February 1st?

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Note my continuing objection for

       20      the record.

       21             Q     Were you, perhaps, trying to gather records for

       22      this student to send to the receiving school?

       23             A     When this -- when I -- it came to my attention

       24      this student was transferring I -- that student was in the

       25      process of a complete reevaluation because we could not
�
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        1      determine what services that student was receiving at the

        2      charter school from the records that we received.  So, the

        3      team thought they needed additional information, went

        4      through a complete reevaluation.  At the time I know there

        5      was difficulty getting the parent in, to come in, and I know
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        6      that -- I'm not sure when their evaluation was actually

        7      completed or why records were sent or weren't sent.  I can't

        8      speak for that.

        9             Q     But this is an '09 document.  This fax sheet

       10      says an in April of '09 your district was sending faxes

       11      regarding this student and the student had left in January

       12      of '09.  So, I'm asking you, why are you sending faxes about

       13      this student?

       14             A     We're not.  I can tell you what happened with

       15      this.  This is coming from Clear Run Intermediate School,

       16      this fax, to my secretary in my office.

       17             Q     Okay.  In April of '09.

       18             A     Correct.

       19             Q     Why?

       20             A     It may have been to get the records of that --

       21      that they had to review the case or that I needed to review

       22      the case, but you indicated that this was sent -- why we

       23      were sending records to the sending school or the receiving

       24      school.

       25             Q     I'm sorry.  I'm just suggesting that maybe
�
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        1      records were going back and forth between your buildings

        2      because you were gathering them for this child's new school.

        3             A     No, you're assuming wrong.

        4             Q     Okay.  But you -- would you agree that you knew

        5      that the student was leaving and where the student was going

        6      at the beginning of February?

        7             A     I don't know what time frame.  I don't know

        8      when it came to my attention that the student was leaving.

        9             Q     Well, we have the fax at least as of

       10      February 25th, '09, from the receiving school to you,

       11      correct?
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       12             A     Correct.

       13             Q     Now, yesterday you told us that you believe the

       14      law says that a receiving school has -- I'm sorry, the

       15      sending school has 10 days to send records.

       16             A     Yes.

       17             Q     And I asked you for your authority on that.

       18      That's why I'm asking this question.  Would you agree that

       19      you did not send the records within 10 days in this case?

       20             A     Can you just tell me how you've come to that

       21      conclusion because you were wrong about the fax between my

       22      secretary and the school.  So, I'm confused as to what

       23      you're exactly referring to.

       24             Q     They are asking you for records on

       25      February 25th.
�
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        1             A     Okay.

        2             Q     And the student enrolled on February 1st at

        3      this other school.

        4             A     Okay.

        5             Q     And, in fact, filled out the enrollment papers

        6      on January 12th of '09.

        7             A     Okay.

        8             Q     Would you agree with that?  All right.  Are you

        9      telling me that you didn't get the enrollment forms from the

       10      receiving school?

       11             A     They're asking -- we're asking for -- they're

       12      asking for records on February 29th.  I don't -- where do

       13      you see where it says when we sent them?

       14             Q     Well, I'm presuming that if they are asking you

       15      for them they don't have them.  Is that a logical

       16      presumption to make?
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       17             A     When did we find out where they were going?

       18             Q     I'm asking you.  I'm showing you that the

       19      enrollment papers were filled out in January of '09 for

       20      enrollment February 1st of '09.  Is it your testimony that

       21      this receiving school didn't ask you for the records until

       22      February 25th of '09?

       23             A     The enrollment -- I don't know that -- a lot of

       24      times we don't know whether the student enrolled until we

       25      get the request for the records.
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        1             Q     But I'm asking you specifically in this case.

        2      Do you know whether you got that request --

        3             A     I don't know.

        4             Q     And do you recognize this fax ledger on the

        5      top?  Is that one of the district's?

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  On which document, Mr. Fennick?

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  The Enrollment Notification form.

        8             A     There's no number, so I have no idea.

        9             Q     Okay.  Now, you -- I'm going to show you this

       10      Permission to Evaluate for the student dated September 8th,

       11      '08.  Why did you -- is it fair to say that the school for

       12      the '08-'09 school year would have started somewhere around

       13      September 8th?

       14             A     Yes.

       15             Q     And would you agree that the student was in the

       16      charter school the previous school year?

       17             A     Yes.

       18             Q     So, why did you issue a Permission to Evaluate

       19      within days of the student starting at your school?

       20             A     I can't speak for why they issued that.  I

       21      don't know.

       22             Q     Can you speculate?
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       23             A     No.

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to object.  This

       25      witness shouldn't be speculating.
�
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        1             Q     Well, if it was issued by your diagnosis there

        2      had to be a good reason.  Is that correct?

        3                   MR. LITTS:  The witness answered the question

        4      that she didn't know.

        5                   MR. FENNICK:  I know, but this is a different

        6      question.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  Yes.

        8             Q     Would there have been a good reason for it?

        9             A     There must have been a reason, yes.

       10             Q     Is it your normal policy to issue a Permission

       11      to Evaluate for student who are entering your school from

       12      another school?

       13             A     Generally we just issue for a review of

       14      records.  I'm not sure why there's a complete

       15      psychoeducational assessment.

       16             Q     Now, with regard to Student No. 4, and this is

       17      the student that I thought was not in the charter school but

       18      was in the charter school.  All right.  So -- and I'll -- I

       19      don't know what documents you need, but my question will be

       20      what -- now we know that he was in the charter school in the

       21      Spring of '07.  What is it that the charter school should

       22      have done that it didn't do?

       23             A     The charter school -- the student transferred

       24      from school from another state with Special Education

       25      services.  There were no records of what services were
�
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        1      provided because the law requires that either a school
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        2      district adopt the IEP or revise a current IEP.  There were

        3      no records from the charter school for that period of time

        4      that that student was there.

        5             Q     And what records should there have been?  Are

        6      there names for the forms you're looking for?

        7             A     And IEP, a Permission to Review the records,

        8      a meeting, anything to indicate that those services were

        9      going to be provided.  Even if you were going to adopt the

       10      existing IEP there should be some indication that you're

       11      going to adopt the existing IEP.  There were no records from

       12      the charter school from the time that child was there until

       13      the time that child left.

       14             Q     If the charter school agreed to adopt and

       15      implement the existing IEP, does the charter school need to

       16      write a new IEP?

       17             A     If there were changes to the programming they

       18      would revise it.

       19             Q     No changes.  They just said, "We can do this."

       20      Do you expect to see a new IEP?

       21             A     I would expect to see some something attached

       22      to that IEP that said they notified the parent, they've

       23      contacted the parent.  Now, this was an IEP from out of

       24      state, also, which, you know, could present some other

       25      issues under the -- when you're adopting IEPs, but I would
�
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        1      expect that there would be some Special Education records

        2      from the charter school for that period of time.

        3             Q     I understand that.  You have said that.  I'm

        4      asking you specifically about a new IEP.  Is the charter

        5      school required to --

        6             A     No.

        7             Q     Okay.  On the Clear Run ... I'm going to show
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        8      you the enrollment form that I already showed you regarding

        9      Student No. 3.

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Are we on No. 3 or No. 4 right

       11      now?

       12                   MR. FENNICK:  No. 3.

       13             Q     Does it look like something was removed from

       14      that document at some point with Whiteout?

       15             A     No, it looks like it's a poor fax.

       16             Q     Okay.

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  What document?

       18                   (Off record.)

       19             Q     All right, Student No. 5.  I want to make sure

       20      we're on the same student.  Is this Student 5?

       21             A     Yes.

       22             Q     In your letter to -- one of the letters from

       23      Dr. Pfennig or you to the Department of Education I think we

       24      agreed that this student was included as a student your

       25      district had concerns about and if we did we don't have to
�
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        1      do it again.

        2             A     I'm not sure.

        3             Q     Then turn to Joint 20, please.

        4             A     What Tab is Joint 20?

        5             Q     Joint 20 is Tab 26, I believe.

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That's correct.

        7             A     Yes, the student is on there.

        8             Q     When Dr. Pfennig wrote that letter and the

        9      other complaints and documents that he sent to PDE in the

       10      latter half of 2008, do you believe that he included all the

       11      charter school students that he had concerns about?

       12             A     I can't speak for what Dr. Pfennig included or
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       13      didn't include.

       14             Q     Okay.  Can you -- do you know of any reason why

       15      he would have left a student out of his complaints?

       16                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to object.  It calls

       17      for speculation.  Those questions should have been directed

       18      to the superintendent.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  Well, she answered the first

       20      question.  I'll let her answer the second one.

       21             Q     Do you know?

       22             A     I do not know.

       23             Q     Do you know what dates the student was a

       24      student at the charter school?

       25             A     I don't remember.
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        1             Q     I think you said yesterday you were concerned

        2      that he didn't get services.

        3                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Again --

        4             Q     The student didn't get services.  Was that what

        5      your concern is about the student?

        6             A     To be honest with you, there were so many I ...

        7      could I look at -- I jogged down notes yesterday.  I can

        8      refresh my memory.

        9             Q     I'll ask you a different way.  If a

       10      hypothetical school district is providing services to a

       11      Special Education student, let's say speech, and the IEP

       12      says speech three times a week and the hypothetical district

       13      is providing those services, when records are transferred to

       14      a new school would you expect to transfer a piece of -- some

       15      kind of log showing everytime those services were provided?

       16             A     Well, the services that were provided should

       17      be -- the frequency and the location documented in the IEP.

       18             Q     Right, but I'm asking you then does the school
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       19      providing services have to keep some kind of log that, let's

       20      say, the speech therapist signs every day to establish that

       21      those services were provided?

       22             A     Usually -- if you're speaking about related

       23      services?  Related services, they usually keep some type of

       24      a log.

       25             Q     Does that have to go to the new school?
�
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        1             A     Not necessarily.

        2             Q     You mentioned yesterday that Deb Sotack was to

        3      develop -- the charter school was to develop some kind of

        4      procedure to do something better.  Do you remember what that

        5      was about?

        6             A     I'd have to look at her -- the corrective

        7      action.  I know there was something that they were -- if I

        8      could refer back to that document I could tell you.

        9             Q     That's okay.  Whatever it was is in the

       10      corrective action document.

       11             A     Yes.

       12             Q     Okay, Student No. 6.  In testifying about

       13      Student No. 6 yesterday did you rely on the accuracy of

       14      information that was given to you by Student No. 6's mother?

       15             A     What exactly -- there was -- a lot of

       16      information transpired, so what --

       17             Q     Well, you came in and you told us what your

       18      concerns were and that this hadn't been done or this wasn't

       19      provided or whatever and I'm asking you in any of that did

       20      any of that information come from the student's mother?

       21             A     In written letters that the mom had written to

       22      the charter school.

       23             Q     Okay.  Did any of it come, though, from things
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       24      that she said to you?

       25             A     No.
�
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        1             Q     And would you agree that this mother is not

        2      always an accurate reporter of the facts?

        3             A     I'm just thinking about ... they're

        4      questionable.

        5             Q     As of today, does the district have the records

        6      that you were seeking from the charter school?

        7                   MS. SCHURDAK:  For Student No. 6.

        8             Q     Yes, Student No. 6, yes.

        9             A     At the time I ....

       10             Q     I'm not asking you then, as of today.

       11             A     I don't know.  I'm not sure.

       12             Q     Take a look at your letter to Mr. Severs dated

       13      August 7th, 2009.  Well, I was just going to show this to

       14      you.

       15                   MR. FENNICK:  And, Mr. Litts, because I was

       16      going to show it to her I do not have copies.  I have an

       17      unredacted copy.

       18             Q     Is that a letter dated August 7th, 2009, that

       19      you wrote to Mr. Severs about Student No. 6?

       20             A     Yes.

       21             Q     And is it fair to say that you are requesting

       22      records regarding Student No. 6?

       23             A     Yes.

       24             Q     In this letter.

       25             A     Yes.
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        1             Q     And is it fair to say that your letter says

        2      that you need these records to help fashion Student No. 6's

        3      Special Education program?
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        4             A     Yes.

        5             Q     Now, 1 through 8 are a list of records that

        6      you're looking for, correct?

        7             A     Correct.

        8             Q     Tell me, in No. 4 you're asking for the first

        9      page of a Permission to Reevaluate from February of '09?

       10             A     Correct.

       11             Q     How does that document help you provide a

       12      better Special Education program for [deleted testimony] --

       13      I'm sorry.  Strike that.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  Yes.  Mr. Fennick, please.

       15                   MR. FENNICK:  I'll flagellate myself

       16      afterwards.

       17             Q     How does that document help you establish a

       18      better Special Education program for Student No. 6?

       19             A     I was specifically listing what was missing

       20      from the documents.  Generally when we get documents we are

       21      trying to create an educational history.  That's why when I

       22      was asking you -- I need to match this document with this

       23      document to see if this matches with this date so that I can

       24      create an educational history.  So, I was just listing the

       25      things to put together to create this educational history;
�
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        1      specifically, we were looking for an IEP from when I

        2      informed the charter school that the current IEP was going

        3      to expire to when that student was evaluated to be dismissed

        4      from Special Education.

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I just have to put on the record

        6      that I really am concerned right now about the identity of

        7      this student being revealed and that enough identifying

        8      information has just been revealed in light of the first
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        9      name being used.

       10                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, the first name was used.

       11      I apologize for that.

       12                   MS. SCHURDAK:  But if you link the other things

       13      together ....

       14                   MR. FENNICK:  What other things?  I haven't

       15      asked about a single thing.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  I understand your concern.  We'll

       17      tread cautiously.  I understood this witness's testimony in

       18      requesting certain records from the charter school was in

       19      order, to use her term, create an educational history and to

       20      have all the documents that may have been generated

       21      regarding Student No. 6.

       22             Q     Dr. Gustafson, I want to read to you from the

       23      third full paragraph what you wrote.

       24             A     I'm sorry, what?

       25             Q     Third full paragraph.
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        1             A     Okay.

        2             Q     "There appear to be records missing which

        3      compromises our ability to create an educational history to

        4      determine Student 6's needs."  My question to you is how

        5      does the first page of the document you listed as No. 4 help

        6      you to determine this child's needs?

        7             A     As I stated in that paragraph, it's to help us

        8      determine an educational history.

        9             Q     But not necessarily the child's -- I'll

       10      withdraw that question.  Does having the first page of this

       11      document tell you anything about this child's psychological

       12      makeup?

       13             A     No.

       14             Q     Does it tell you anything about this child's
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       15      abilities?

       16             A     No.

       17             Q     All right.  And you can certainly create an

       18      accurate RR and IEP without having that document, can't you?

       19             A     Yes, but you can't figure out what was done

       20      when.

       21             Q     I understand.  And would you agree that No. 5

       22      requests a signature page?  Would you agree that that page

       23      is not necessary to create an appropriate RR or IEP for this

       24      student?

       25             A     It would tell me who was -- what team was
�
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        1      present at the meeting.

        2             Q     And how does that -- so, your position is that

        3      helps you determine what the student's needs are.

        4             A     Sure.  Who had input, who -- if I had to

        5      contact somebody that -- to see who was present at the

        6      meeting regarding the input of the child.

        7             Q     Did you --

        8             A     That's helpful.

        9             Q     Did you ask the mother if she was present?

       10             A     I wrote a letter to the mother and asked her if

       11      she -- explaining when the IEP meeting was going to be and

       12      asking her if she had any documents that would assist us.

       13             Q     That's not my question.  Did you ask the mother

       14      who was present at --

       15             A     I did not speak to the mother.  I testified to

       16      that already.

       17             Q     Okay.  No. 6.  Let's skip No. 6; I understand

       18      your answer.

       19                   For No. 8 you were asking the mother about the
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       20      outcome of a certain process -- or you're asking the -- I'm

       21      sorry, the charter school to tell you the outcome of a

       22      certain process.  No. 8.

       23             A     Mm-hmm.

       24             Q     Why didn't you ask the mother?

       25             A     I didn't speak to the mother.
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        1             Q     Well, you could have, couldn't you?

        2             A     I wrote her a letter.

        3             Q     You asked her in a letter what the outcome of

        4      that was.

        5             A     I asked her if she had any documents.

        6             Q     Did she ever show --

        7             A     If I could just read No. 8.  I'm sorry, what is

        8      the question?

        9             Q     The question is, did you ask the mother what

       10      happened in that process?

       11             A     No.  I didn't speak to the mother.

       12             Q     And --

       13             A     About anything.

       14             Q     Why didn't -- if you wanted to know why didn't

       15      you ask the mother?

       16             A     I don't know.

       17             Q     Well -- and you're telling us that you need to

       18      know this and I'm accepting that you need all this stuff so

       19      you can put together an accurate history for this child.

       20      You're telling us that you asked the charter school for it

       21      and you didn't get it, so I'm asking you why didn't you go

       22      to the most logical source in the world, the child's mother,

       23      to get this information?

       24             A     I went right to the source of the charter

       25      school who hopefully serviced that child.
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        1             Q     But that didn't work.  So, if you need this

        2      stuff wouldn't you ask the mother?

        3             A     I wrote her a letter and asked her for it,

        4      the stuff.

        5             Q     Did you follow up?

        6             A     The meeting was held and she did not bring any

        7      of the documents.

        8             Q     So, you didn't -- were you at the meeting?

        9             A     I was not.

       10             Q     So, maybe she did bring the documents.

       11             A     I was told by my staff that she did not bring

       12      any documents.

       13             Q     Well, now you have me confused because when we

       14      talked about your ER for Student No. 1 you said you couldn't

       15      speak to the accuracy of that because you were not there.

       16      Are you now saying that you can vouch for the accuracy --

       17             A     You didn't ask me about accuracy, you asked me

       18      if I knew if she brought the documents.  When I asked the

       19      staff if she brought the documents they indicated she

       20      didn't.

       21             Q     All right.  Going back to a different student,

       22      I gave you the RR and asked you why if some scores from the

       23      charter school were in there they weren't valued and you

       24      said, "I can't speak to that because I'm not the one that

       25      was there and I didn't do it."  So, are you saying that
�
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        1      you -- we can rely on the district's reports or we can't?

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to object as to the

        3      mischaracterization of the witness's prior testimony.  That

        4      is not how she testified regarding those --
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        5                   MR. LITTS:  I'll sustain the objection.  Mr.

        6      Fennick, we're not -- we already went over this.  The

        7      questions have been asked, the answers have been provided.

        8      Let's move on.

        9             Q     So, with regard, then, just to Student 6 you're

       10      saying that the reports that you received on Student 6 from

       11      your staff are accurate.

       12             A     If they didn't get documents they didn't get

       13      documents.

       14             Q     Okay.  So, what you're really saying, since you

       15      didn't do anything more -- I'm sorry, strike that.  You sent

       16      a letter to the mother, the mother came to the meeting, did

       17      not bring the documents.  Did you do anything more to get

       18      those documents?

       19             A     No.

       20             Q     Is it fair to say you didn't do anything more

       21      to get them because you didn't really need them?

       22             A     Actually, we moved on.  There was an IEP

       23      meeting.  The law says did you do what -- did you do what

       24      you needed to do for what you knew at the time.  The

       25      struggle to get documents from the charter school is
�
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        1      exhausting.  At some point you need to move on, hold an --

        2      I told the charter school we were having an IEP meeting,

        3      it was important to have those documents.  We moved on and

        4      we developed them -- a program for that child based on what

        5      we had and the current information that was gathered.

        6             Q     Thank you.  And this letter is copied to a

        7      Special Education advisor for the Department of Education;

        8      is that right?

        9             A     Yes.

       10             Q     And who is Rebecca Young?
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       11             A     She is one of our attorneys.

       12             Q     Does she work for King, Spry?

       13             A     Yes.

       14             Q     So, how do we get from -- in January of '08

       15      sending letters to the charter school which were not copied

       16      to PDE and to counsel to letters in the Summer of '08 and

       17      into '09 which are copied to PDE and counsel?  Who made that

       18      decision to start copying PDE?

       19             A     I don't recall.

       20             Q     Did anyone tell you to do it?

       21             A     I don't recall.

       22             Q     Did the -- you don't know, no one told you and

       23      you don't know if you got a memo about it, do you?

       24             A     About what?

       25             Q     About now copying letters to the charter school
�
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        1      to your attorneys --

        2             A     I didn't get a memo.

        3             Q     Do you know if your policy changed before or

        4      after May 21, 2008?

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  She has not

        6      testified to any policy.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I don't necessarily know what

        8      Mr. Fennick is referring to as a policy, so I don't know if

        9      you want to rephrase the question.

       10                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes, I will.

       11             Q     At a certain point you started sending letters

       12      to PDE and -- copies of letters to PDE and to your

       13      attorneys.  Do you agree with that?

       14             A     Yes.

       15             Q     And you agree that in January of 2008 you
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       16      weren't doing that.  Do you agree with that?

       17             A     I'd have to look at every single record I sent.

       18             Q     Well, I showed you the one from January earlier

       19      today --

       20             A     Oh, correct, correct.

       21             Q     So, I'm asking you if you recall if you started

       22      sending letters to your attorneys and to PDE before or after

       23      May 21st, 2008.

       24             A     I don't recall.

       25             Q     I think I asked you, but I just want to be
�
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        1      sure.  If you send a NOREP to a child removing -- to a

        2      parent removing the child from Special Education services

        3      and the parent doesn't approve or disapprove, can you

        4      legally remove the child from Special Education 10 days

        5      after you send a NOREP?

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I believe that was asked and

        7      answered yesterday afternoon on cross.

        8                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I'll let her answer it again.

        9             A     The law requires that you issue prior written

       10      notice to a parent when you're going to make any change in

       11      placement, educational placement.  You also have to document

       12      reasonable attempts to secure the student's -- the parent's

       13      consent.  So, it has been my experience we -- we don't

       14      typically remove children from Special Education and you

       15      would need the parent's consent for that significant change

       16      in placement.

       17             Q     I do remember we went over this yesterday

       18      because you kept saying typically and I kept saying I want

       19      to know what the law requires.  What was your final answer?

       20      Does the law allow the charter school or any school --

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, I'm so glad Counsel agrees
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       22      she already answered it.  There's no reason for her to

       23      reanswer it today.

       24                   MR. FENNICK:  I don't remember her answer

       25      yesterday and by the time you were done with the objection
�
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        1      she could have answered the question.  Could I have a

        2      warning about courtesy to the board, please?

        3                   MR. LITTS:  No.  You can answer the question,

        4      Dr. Gustafson.

        5             A     The law requires that you provide prior written

        6      consent -- prior written notice to the parent in the form of

        7      a Notice of Recommended Educational Placement.

        8             Q     And if you don't get a consent or objection can

        9      the school lawfully remove the child from Special Education

       10      services in accordance with the NOREP?

       11             A     Are you asking if the district wants to remove

       12      the child, not the parent, correct?

       13             Q     Correct, the school.  Could be the charter

       14      school, could be a district.

       15             A     I would just caution doing that.  You can --

       16             Q     I don't want your cautions, I want your answer.

       17      Legal?  Yes or no.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  She can answer the question.

       19      Answer the question, Dr. Gustafson.

       20             A     It's a change in placement.  So, the -- the law

       21      also requires that any decisions for educational placement

       22      of a student is made by qualified professionals and parents

       23      who are members of the team.

       24             Q     I'm going to show you what appears to be a

       25      NOREP regarding Student 6 dated April 14th, 2009, which says
�
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        1      that the charter school wants to exit this child from

        2      Special Education.  Do you agree that that's what it appears

        3      to be?

        4             A     Yes.

        5             Q     If the district did not receive a response from

        6      the mother within 10 days of getting that document could the

        7      charter school lawfully remove or exit this child from

        8      Special Education?

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to object because the

       10      question, as stated, doesn't make sense.  You used school

       11      district and charter school in the question.

       12             Q     I will say it again.

       13             A     I cannot determine that because I don't know

       14      the reasonable attempts that were made to secure the

       15      parent's approval or disapproval.

       16             Q     And I want you to assume -- you're an expert,

       17      you're allowed to assume -- that reasonable attempts were

       18      made to secure the parent's consent.  Can the charter school

       19      then remove this child from Special Education services?

       20             A     It's not specifically spelled out in the law.

       21             Q     Okay.  So, your answer is the law isn't clear

       22      about that.

       23             A     I know what the law is clear about and the law

       24      is clear that you have to make reasonable attempts to notify

       25      the parents.
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        1             Q     Right, and I'm asking you to assume that that's

        2      been done.  We have 40 videos showing reasonable attempts;

        3      people knocking on the parent's door, Fed Ex trucks coming

        4      with packages, with letters.  We have all that.  Can we then

        5      remove this child from Special Education services if we

        6      don't get a response in 10 days?
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        7             A     I'd have to review -- I mean, I've gone through

        8      the law about this.  I would to review and see specifically

        9      where it states that.

       10             Q     Now, I want to go through -- we're almost done.

       11      We'll be done by 12:00.  With regard to the seven students

       12      that you have testified about the question is going to be

       13      the same for each one of the students.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, just so we're clear,

       15      we're referring to what students?

       16                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Is it 1 through 7 or is it 7 --

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  The individual students on the

       18      chart.  I apologize.

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  7 through 19.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  We're referring to School District

       21      45 which is under Tab 87.

       22                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm being unclear and I

       23      apologize.  I'm referring to the ones that aren't on the

       24      chart, the individual ones we talked about.

       25             A     Okay.
�
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        1             Q     Student No. 1, Student No. 2, 3 --

        2             A     13's on the charter.

        3                   MS. SCHURDAK:  The ones you already spoke about

        4      today.

        5                   MR. FENNICK:  Right.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  You can proceed.

        7             Q     We'll get to that.  Did you -- I want you to

        8      tell us about what personal involvement you had with trying

        9      to get records yourself or crafting an IEP or Special

       10      Education program.  In other words, I'm trying to

       11      distinguish the students that you're relying on your staff
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       12      for information versus the ones where you have your own

       13      personal information.  Can you tell me with regard to

       14      Student No. 1?

       15             A     Personal involvement.

       16             Q     And No. 2.

       17             A     Staff.

       18             Q     No. 3.

       19             A     Staff.

       20             Q     No. 4.

       21             A     Staff.

       22             Q     And No. 5, that's -- go ahead.

       23             A     The staff.

       24             Q     No. 6.

       25             A     Personal involvement.
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        1             Q     Now, I lied to you.  I do want to ask you a

        2      couple more questions about Student No. 20.  You sent

        3      letters to the charter school about Student No. 20.  You

        4      testified about those yesterday.

        5             A     Yes.

        6             Q     I don't remember the exhibit number, but you

        7      sent copies of that letter to PDE?

        8             A     I don't know.

        9             Q     Okay, I'll look at the letter.  With regard to

       10      that student do you believe that's procedural or

       11      substantive?

       12             A     Just let me think about the student.

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm sorry, what's the question?

       14                   MR. FENNICK:  Is it a procedural concern or

       15      substantive?

       16             A     The student not having a current IEP?

       17             Q     Mm-hmm.
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       18             A     Both.

       19             Q     Okay.  Do you know when that student enrolled

       20      in -- let me go back.  Tell me if this history is right.

       21      The student is a student in your district, goes to the

       22      charter school, and then comes back to your district.

       23             A     And placed in between.

       24             Q     Sorry.  But setting aside any places in

       25      between, this student was your student initially.
�
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        1             A     Yes.

        2             Q     Went to the charter school and then --

        3             A     Yes.

        4             Q     Do you know when this student came to the

        5      charter school?

        6             A     The date of when the student came --

        7             Q     Yeah, approximately.

        8             A     No.

        9             Q     And would you have sent the charter school

       10      records promptly upon receiving notice that the student was

       11      enrolled in the charter school?

       12             A     Yes.

       13             Q     Student No. 21.  Did the student go from the

       14      district to the charter school and then back to the

       15      district?

       16             A     I'm not sure.  There may have been placement in

       17      between.

       18             Q     But other than places in between is my sequence

       19      correct?

       20             A     Yes.

       21             Q     In that one would you have sent the charter

       22      school the records within 10 days after receiving notice
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       23      that the student had enrolled --

       24             A     I can't speak for whether they were sent in

       25      that time frame or not.
�
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        1             Q     Now, yesterday you testified about a form that

        2      had some Whiteout -- back on student 6 and then this is

        3      done.  This form, do you know which one I'm talking about?

        4             A     Yes.

        5                   MR. FENNICK:  Is that an exhibit?

        6                   MR. LITTS:  No.

        7                   MS. SCHURDAK:  No.  Because of confidentiality

        8      issues we weren't putting educational records into evidence.

        9             Q     I'm going to show you a copy of the same

       10      document that you testified to yesterday.  I just want to

       11      ask you about this document.  Is this a document indicating

       12      that this student is going to be enrolling in the Pocono

       13      Mountain Charter School?

       14             A     Oh, I'm sorry, this is the second page.  Yes.

       15             Q     And it indicates that the student came from --

       16      was coming from a school in another location, correct?

       17             A     Yes.

       18             Q     And this other school was not the Pocono

       19      Mountain School District, was it?

       20             A     No.

       21             Q     All right.  And there's a question on the

       22      bottom of the page directed to the parent saying, "Was your

       23      child --" or "Is your child enrolled in Special Education

       24      services?"  Do you see that?

       25             A     Yes.
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        1             Q     Read the exact question.  I don't --

        2             A     "Was your child receiving Special Education
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        3      services based on an IEP?"

        4             Q     And the answer is no.

        5             A     Correct.

        6             Q     And when you look at that now would you agree

        7      that this parent is telling the Pocono Mountain Charter

        8      School that this student was not receiving Special Education

        9      services in a school in the other location?

       10             A     Correct.

       11             Q     And that could be accurate as far as you know.

       12             A     Well, there's a difference between whether

       13      they're receiving services or has an IEP.

       14             Q     Do you have any reason to doubt the answer that

       15      the parent gave there?

       16             A     Well, I had the records from -- I had the

       17      current IEP.  I had a copy of the current IEP.

       18             Q     When was this form filled out?

       19             A     In '08-'09.

       20             Q     Now, that -- look for a date.  Is there a date?

       21             A     September 16th.

       22             Q     Of?

       23             A     '08.

       24             Q     And this form is when the parent is trying to

       25      enroll the student in the charter school.  You agree.
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        1             A     Correct.

        2             Q     And is telling the charter school that in the

        3      school that this child is coming from the child is not

        4      receiving Special Education services.  Agreed?

        5             A     Correct.  Well, that's what she's saying,

        6      correct.

        7             Q     Okay.  So, this is a parent making a
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        8      representation to the charter school about the child's

        9      Special Education immediate history, correct?

       10             A     Mm-hmm, yes.

       11             Q     Is the charter school responsible to tell the

       12      parent what to check off in that box?

       13             A     No.

       14             Q     And presumably the charter school doesn't know

       15      whether the child is getting Special Education services in a

       16      previous school.

       17             A     I don't know if they knew at the time that the

       18      parent enrolled or not.  That's why I sent the letter

       19      notifying the charter school that the parent -- the child

       20      did have a current IEP.  To Loletta?

       21             Q     Loletta.

       22             A     Because I was concerned when we received this

       23      that ....

       24             Q     What were you concerned about?

       25             A     I wanted to notify the charter school that they
�
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        1      did have the -- the child did have a current IEP.

        2             Q     So, this was purely a benevolent act on your

        3      part to help the charter school.  Is that your testimony?

        4             A     I was concerned about the child and making sure

        5      the child received services.

        6             Q     So, because you're doing the right thing you're

        7      writing to the charter school to say, "Hey, I see the

        8      document where the parent is lying to you or making a

        9      mistake.  You need to know that this child was getting

       10      Special Education services."

       11                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  Asked and answered.

       12                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, I'm trying to probe that a

       13      little bit.
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       14                   MR. LITTS:  Then probe it.  Ask it differently.

       15             Q     Can you answer that question?

       16                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  I'm going to sustain the objection,

       18      Mr. Fennick.  If you can ask a different question, that's

       19      fine.

       20             Q     Why did you send a copy of this to PDE?

       21             A     I don't know.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Send a copy of what?

       23                   MR. FENNICK:  Of the letter to Loletta

       24      Robertson dated September 22nd, 2008, and I'll ....

       25             Q     Is this the letter?
�
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        1             A     Yes.

        2             Q     It's dated September 22nd, 2008, to the

        3      Loletta Robertson?

        4             A     Yes.

        5             Q     Why did you copy the state?

        6             A     I have no idea.  I -- because it was letters

        7      about the charter school.

        8             Q     Does the state get a copy of every letter that

        9      you write?

       10             A     I don't have to write so many about charter

       11      schools.  I don't have concerns about -- I mean, I had major

       12      concerns -- as hard as you may believe [sic] I care about

       13      students and I care that students are getting the services

       14      and that is why I wrote the letters to indicate these are

       15      the things that are missing, here's what I would suggest.

       16      It was an opportunity to communicate with the charter

       17      school.  I never got any questions about what I was

       18      requesting, what -- I care about students, I care about
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       19      kids.  I want to make sure they are getting the services

       20      that they are entitled to.

       21                   MR. FENNICK:  Nothing further.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, I'm going to give you

       23      back your documents and I would appreciate you providing me

       24      copies.  It is helpful to follow along with the testimony.

       25      If Counsel want to talk during our lunch break as to the one
�
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        1      report being entered into evidence they can, but as I

        2      pointed out per our ground rules there needs to be very

        3      heavy redaction here.

        4                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes, I know.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  Why don't we do this?  It's about

        6      noon.  Let's take a lunch break.  Miss Schurdak will have

        7      the opportunity for redirect and the board will have the

        8      opportunity for questions of this witness.  It's 12 after

        9      12:00.  Let's try to shoot for around 1 o'clock.  I won't

       10      hold anyone strictly to that, but -- maybe 1:15.

       11                   If I can talk to Counsel for a couple minutes,

       12      that'd be great.

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  We've done this before, but the

       14      attorney and the witness should not be talking to each other

       15      about her testimony during the break.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  Yes.  Dr. Gustafson, you shouldn't

       17      be consulting with counsel about your testimony during the

       18      break.

       19                   (Recess from 12:13 p.m. to 1:05 p.m.)

       20                   MR. LITTS:  Let's go back on the record.  We're

       21      back from the lunch break.

       22                   A couple of procedural items.  Due to the

       23      potential for ill weather, we've decided that since some of

       24      the attorneys have a little longer drive than some other
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       25      folks we'll conclude with Dr. Gustafson's redirect, any
�
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        1      recross and any board questions, and then we'll call it a

        2      day and then it's my understanding the school district

        3      administration will rest.

        4                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That's correct.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  And then instead of starting up

        6      with the charter school's presentation of testimony we'll

        7      simply conclude for today.  So, that's how we'll proceed.

        8                   Additionally, I spoke with counsel and we have

        9      three dates for future hearing sessions; March 18th, 19th,

       10      and 29th.  Is that correct, Counsel?

       11                   MR. ANDERS:  That's correct.

       12                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I thought there were four dates.

       13                   MR. LITTS:  No, three.

       14                   MS. SCHURDAK:  The 31st of March as well.  We

       15      only agreed to those three dates?  I know the administration

       16      had voiced concerns over the 18th and 19th.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  And I checked with Dr. Gustafson.

       18                   DR. GUSTAFSON:  The 19th is a problem for Dr.

       19      Pfennig, but if that's agreeable with everyone he'll make it

       20      work.

       21                   MR. LITTS:  So, Ellen, if you could --

       22                   MS. SCHURDAK:  You'll be issuing an order?

       23                   MR. LITTS:  Yes, I'll send out an order.

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  18th, 19th, and 29th.

       25                   MR. LITTS:  So, I'll issue a scheduling order
�
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        1      for that and we'll all be scheduled to start at the same

        2      time.

        3                   So, those are the procedural items.
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        4      Also before we went on the record Mr. Fennick had referred

        5      to a report for Student No. 2 from the Colonial Intermediate

        6      Unit No. 20.  We are marking that as Charter School Exhibit

        7      10 and we will be placing that in the record and the copies

        8      that Mr. Fennick has provided to me have redacted certain

        9      information regarding the student; specifically, the name,

       10      number, address, parents' names, date of birth.

       11                   MS. SCHURDAK:  An, Mr. Litts, not to contradict

       12      you, but on Page 2, third paragraph down, third sentence,

       13      a first name appears.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  Yes.  I was looking through the

       15      document as I was speaking and I noticed that as well and

       16      we'll need to fix that as well.  So, we will do that.  Is

       17      there any objection to this exhibit being put into evidence?

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes.  I don't think that this

       19      witness has authenticated it or acknowledged that she saw it

       20      before today.

       21                   MR. LITTS:  I'll tell you what.  I'll allow it

       22      and you can develop that on the record, but we will redact

       23      the student's first name on the second page, third

       24      paragraph, under the heading Needs.

       25                   So, with that, Miss Schurdak, you can do your
�
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        1      redirect.

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you.

        3                   (REPORT/STUDENT NO. 2 marked for identification

        4      as Charter School Exhibit No. 10.)

        5                             - - -

        6      REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MS. SCHURDAK:

        7             Q     Good afternoon, Dr. Gustafson.

        8             A     Good afternoon.

        9             Q     I'll have you refer, before I forget, to
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       10      Charter School Exhibit No. 10 and that's the new exhibit.

       11      It won't be in the binder yet.

       12                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you, Mr. Litts.

       13             Q     And I believe this document relates to

       14      Student No. 2.

       15                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Is that correct, Mr. Fennick?

       16                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes.

       17             Q     What's been marked as Charter School 10, in the

       18      packet of records that were previously transmitted from the

       19      charter school to the school district?

       20             A     What's the question?  I'm sorry.

       21             Q     Let me break it up for you.  Have you seen the

       22      document that's been marked as CS-10?

       23             A     This does not look familiar, no.

       24             Q     Was that document part of the educational

       25      records that were provided to you from the charter school?
�
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        1             A     I don't believe so.  It doesn't look familiar.

        2             Q     In terms of the information contained within

        3      Charter School 10 regarding the student, would the

        4      information have been helpful to the district to have before

        5      the student started classes at the district?

        6             A     Yes, very helpful.

        7             Q     And why is that?  I want to caution you not to

        8      go into details regarding the underlying disability, but if

        9      you could just give the board a general sense of why it

       10      would be helpful.

       11             A     It outlines the specific areas of concern

       12      regarding the physical needs that I had talked about

       13      previously.

       14             Q     And in terms of Day 1 for this student coming
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       15      to Pocono Mountain School District, those physical needs,

       16      were they accommodated by the district on Day 1?

       17             A     I'm not sure if it was actually Day 1, but it

       18      was within that week.

       19             Q     Mr. Fennick asked you a few questions about

       20      some letters you had sent and referencing your copying on

       21      some of these letters PDE.  Is there anything wrong with

       22      copying PDE on letters?

       23                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to object to the

       24      question about wrong.  If there's a specific standard the

       25      question should be about a specific standard.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Could you rephrase the question to

        2      address Mr. Fennick's concern, if possible?

        3                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I don't think I understand his

        4      objection.  He intimated there was something wrong with

        5      sending these letters.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  Well, wrong in the sense --

        7      violation of some law or regulation or morally wrong,

        8      ethically wrong ....

        9             Q     I'll break it up.  Are you aware of any

       10      regulation that would comment one way or the other on

       11      whether or not the district should be copying PDE on letters

       12      regarding students?

       13             A     Not that I'm aware, no.

       14                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm sorry?

       15             A     I'm not aware of any regulation.

       16             Q     Regarding Student No. 6 -- and I don't know if

       17      you have your legend with you so you know who I'm talking

       18      about.

       19             A     I remember.  I know.

       20             Q     You remember?  Okay.  Student No. 6.  Attorney
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       21      Fennick had shown you a document where I think Attorney

       22      Rebecca Young had been copied on your letter.

       23             A     Yes.

       24             Q     Were there specific concerns about Student No.

       25      6 that have ... I'm trying to phrase this without an
�
                               Gustafson - Redirect                   1159

        1      objection and without identifying information.  That are

        2      separate from the proceedings here today?

        3             A     Yes.

        4             Q     And, if you know, what area of law does

        5      Attorney Young practice in?

        6             A     Education.

        7             Q     With respect to Student No. 1, Attorney Fennick

        8      was questioning you about timelines this morning in terms of

        9      the district evaluating the student upon reentry into the

       10      school district.

       11             A     Yes.

       12             Q     When the student came into the school district

       13      or recame into the school district in the Fall of --

       14      Fall-Winter of '08-'09 did the student remain in the

       15      district continuously through the Fall of '09?

       16             A     No.

       17             Q     Was there a break?

       18             A     Yes.

       19             Q     In terms of the student's attendance.

       20             A     Yes.

       21             Q     Did that break affect the school district's

       22      ability to perform an IEP?

       23             A     Probably, yes.

       24             Q     Attorney Fennick yesterday asked you questions

       25      regarding overclassifying students in the area of Special
�
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        1      Education.  Are you aware of any statistics for the state

        2      one way or the other on the school district's performance?

        3             A     Yes.  We get a report from the Pennsylvania

        4      Department of Education on 20 various indicators regarding

        5      disproportionality, regarding least restrictive environment,

        6      our PSSA scores are on there.  So, I am aware they do

        7      monitor that.

        8             Q     And how does the district rate in terms of

        9      Special Ed.?

       10             A     We were right in line with the state.

       11             Q     Are there any financial incentives one way or

       12      the other with respect to students and Special Ed.

       13      qualifications?

       14             A     No.

       15             Q     Yesterday Attorney Fennick was showing you a

       16      series of e-mails regarding, I believe, Student No. 22.

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Attorney Fennick, do you have

       18      them, by any chance, because, for some reason, I can't find

       19      my set.

       20                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm sorry, are you asking me out

       21      of courtesy to provide you with a copy of an exhibit?

       22                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Actually, it won't be an exhibit

       23      because my recollection was Counsel had agreed not to put

       24      educational records into the record.

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  I am happy to give you a copy of
�
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        1      something you need as long as that's reciprocated.

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Actually, it came from me,

        3      Attorney Fennick, on December 4th, 2009.  I have the copy of

        4      the e-mail to you.

        5                   MR. FENNICK:  All I'm saying is that if you
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        6      need something because there's a lot of paper I'm happy to

        7      give it to you as long as you do the same.  So, if you want

        8      me to look for it, I will.

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I apologize to the board.  I

       10      thought I had it out this morning.

       11                   MR. FENNICK:  Are you looking for e-mails from

       12      the parent of Student 22?

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes.

       14                   MR. FENNICK:  I know I have them on the

       15      computer.  Is this what you want?

       16                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes.  Thank you.

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  Put on the record Fennick walks

       18      to Schurdak ....

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I will put on the record Mr.

       20      Fennick helped out Attorney Schurdak today and she was

       21      grateful.

       22             Q     Is that the document that Attorney Fennick

       23      showed you yesterday afternoon?

       24             A     Yes.

       25             Q     Attorney Fennick asked you questions regarding
�
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        1      whether or not Student No. 22 was ever denied the aide that

        2      you testified to.  Remember that?

        3             A     Yes.

        4             Q     I'd ask you to look at the -- review the

        5      e-mail.  And tell me when you're done.

        6             A     Okay.

        7             Q     Is there a date to indicate when the parent

        8      sent the e-mail?

        9             A     Yes.  Wednesday, October 21st, 2009.

       10             Q     And does the parent reference -- well,
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       11      anything regarding whether or not the student is receiving

       12      the accommodation as of October?

       13             A     It just states that the parent has asked many

       14      times in the past looking for documentation and that they

       15      have been requesting this since September 18th.

       16             Q     So, about a month has gone by, okay.  And I

       17      want to give Attorney Fennick his copy back.

       18             A     They indicate that that was when the diagnosis

       19      was given to the charter school, also.

       20             Q     Attorney Fennick started asking you questions

       21      this morning regarding contact with parents and whether or

       22      not any parents had asked you to file a complaint on their

       23      behalf.  Do you remember that question?

       24             A     Yes.

       25             Q     Have any parents contacted you regarding their
�
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        1      experience with their child in the charter school?

        2                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to object.  They've had

        3      a year and a half to put their case together, been through

        4      direct testimony, and now want to bring in hearsay on

        5      redirect that she may have heard from other parents with

        6      concerns.  That's a door I'm not sure you want to open and

        7      I object to it as being irrelevant, without foundation, a

        8      violation of the right to confront witnesses, and anything

        9      else I can think of.

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And Attorney Fennick opened the

       11      door.  He asked.  I objected.  He asked about whether or not

       12      any of the parents had asked this witness to file a

       13      complaint.

       14                   MR. FENNICK:  I asked about the specific

       15      parents that we have been discussing.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  I'm going to allow the question.
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       17      It is hearsay.  I don't know what relevance the board will

       18      give to exclusively hearsay, but we will allow it.

       19             Q     Regarding Student No. 1, did Mom make any

       20      complaints to you?

       21             A     Yes.  She, as I testified, had concerns about

       22      the way students were disciplined; specifically, her

       23      daughter.  Or child.

       24             Q     Any of the other parents with respect to

       25      Students No. 1 through 22?
�
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        1             A     20 and 21.

        2             Q     Also contacted you.

        3             A     Mm-hmm.  Well, it came up in a meeting with the

        4      parents.

        5             Q     Mr. Fennick asked you yesterday how many times

        6      you've been to the charter school.

        7             A     Yes.

        8             Q     Why haven't you been to the charter school?

        9                   MR. FENNICK:  That mischaracterizes the

       10      testimony.  She's been there one time.

       11             Q     Why haven't you been there more than one time?

       12             A     I actually did better than that and that was

       13      actually wrote letters saying, "If you need anything, feel

       14      free to contact me," "If I can be of service ..." "These are

       15      the things that I'm seeing."

       16                   I was also left a voice mail from the secretary

       17      at the charter school that no one from Pocono Mountain is to

       18      step on the charter school property.

       19                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to object.  This is not

       20      responsive.

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes, it is.
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       22                   MR. FENNICK:  No.

       23                   MS. SCHURDAK:  It explains why she hasn't gone

       24      there.  She received a voice mail message saying --

       25                   MR. LITTS:  Well, let the witness testify to
�
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        1      that then.  Dr. Gustafson, the question is why have you only

        2      been to the charter school other than that one occasion to

        3      pick up records?  And your answer is what?

        4             A     I have attempted to make contact with the

        5      charter school and it hasn't been well received.

        6             Q     And when you say it hasn't been well

        7      received -- strike that.

        8                   Attorney Fennick was asking you yesterday about

        9      the students that were investigated by PDE.  Do you remember

       10      that line of questioning?

       11             A     Yes.

       12             Q     Did PDE investigate procedural issues --

       13             A     Yes.

       14                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to --

       15             Q     -- with respect to Students 1 through 22, all

       16      of the students, 1 through 22?

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm objecting as to speculation.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  Well, it is speculation.  This

       19      witness didn't do the investigation.  She may be familiar

       20      with it.  So, I will allow her to answer the question, but I

       21      may strike it depending on how it's answered.

       22                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, I think that there's

       23      already evidence --

       24                   MR. FENNICK:  Right.

       25                   MS. SCHURDAK:  -- in terms of letters from PDE
�
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        1      in the record as to what students were investigated and what
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        2      weren't.

        3                   MR. LITTS:  There is correspondence.  I don't

        4      know what involvement this witness had, if any, in that or

        5      is she familiar with it, so I am going to allow the

        6      question.

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  We're content to stand with what

        8      the record says.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  But -- that's fine.  Let the

       10      records speak for themselves, but we'll allow the question.

       11             A     Would you repeat the question?

       12             Q     With respect to students that we've been

       13      calling numbers 1 through 22, if you know, did PDE

       14      procedurally investigate the students that we've identified

       15      as 1 through 22?

       16             A     To my knowledge, they did.

       17             Q     All 22?

       18                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection --

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I don't know if the witness

       20      understands the question.  That's why ....

       21             A     I'm not sure if all 22 ....

       22                   MR. FENNICK:  I would ask that the witness's

       23      answers not be subject to surprise by her counsel.

       24                   MR. LITTS:  She said she didn't know.  Let's

       25      move on, folks.
�
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        1                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I will move on.

        2             Q     Earlier today I believe Counsel was asking you

        3      questions regarding J-25, which is Exhibit Tab 35.

        4                   VOICE:  I have it as 31.

        5                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, let her ....

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm sorry, Joint Tab 31.
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        7                   MR. LITTS:  You're talking about Tab 31 or

        8      Exhibit 31?

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Tab 31.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  Tab 31 is Joint Exhibit 25, the PDE

       11      complaint investigation report.

       12                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Correct.

       13             Q     With respect to -- let me -- how many issues

       14      were identified by PDE in this report?

       15                   MR. FENNICK:  I object.  The document is in

       16      evidence; it speaks for itself.

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, that's interesting because

       18      Attorney Fennick this morning asked this witness precise

       19      questions from this document.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  Hold up, guys.  We have the report

       21      in front of us.  We can read the report.  Just ask the

       22      question you have of the witness about the report.

       23             Q     Within Issue No. 1 ... are there -- there are

       24      three subparts?

       25             A     Yes.
�
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        1             Q     With respect to Issue No. 2, is that addressed

        2      substantively from PDE?

        3                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to object to the

        4      characterization by the witness.

        5             Q     What does PDE conclude with respect to Issue

        6      No. 2?

        7             A     I'm not sure.  Are you talking about -- I'm

        8      looking at Issue 1 with three numbers and then I'm looking

        9      at Issue 2.

       10             Q     Are there conclusions?

       11             A     Yes, for Issue 2.

       12             Q     What does PDE conclude?
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       13             A     The issue's not within the jurisdiction of the

       14      Bureau of Special Education to investigate.

       15             Q     Mr. Fennick this morning was asking you

       16      questions regarding psychologists being involved in

       17      evaluation reports.  Is a psychologist required in your

       18      opinion under the law to be participating in those reports?

       19             A     Yes, and it's actually stated on the actual

       20      evaluation document.

       21             Q     Yesterday I believe Attorney Fennick questioned

       22      you regarding the district and some citations it may have

       23      received from PDE.  Do you recall that?

       24             A     Yes.

       25             Q     What was the ultimate outcome in terms of the
�
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        1      district in addressing those issues?

        2             A     It was addressed and we were commended for our

        3      efforts and received a letter from PDE thanking us and

        4      saying that all issues have been resolved and that the issue

        5      was right in line with -- had to do with percentage of

        6      students in the least restrictive environment and that all

        7      was corrected.

        8             Q     Now, Attorney Fennick was also cross examining

        9      you today regarding the transmittal of educational records.

       10             A     Correct.

       11             Q     Why is that so important for the district, for

       12      any school, to receive educational records?

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  Objection.  Asked and answered on

       14      direct initially.

       15                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I don't believe I did.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  Well, whether or not, she can

       17      answer the question.
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       18             A     Because the law requires public agencies to

       19      upon the enrollment of the student provide -- Special

       20      Education student provide a comparable program and services

       21      similar to what the student received in the previous school

       22      or district and you can't determine that unless you review

       23      the records.  So, it has everything to do with providing

       24      the services the students are entitled to and the

       25      programming that the students are entitled to.
�
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        1             Q     Now, in terms of the records that you reviewed

        2      for your testimony and in terms of the students who were

        3      ultimately declassified by the charter school were any of

        4      those -- were all those signed off by the parent?

        5             A     No.

        6             Q     On the ones that weren't signed off by the

        7      parent, was there anything in the records to show what, if

        8      any, reasonable attempts the charter school had made to

        9      notify the parents of the recommendation to discontinue

       10      services?

       11             A     If I recall correctly, in Student No. 6 there

       12      were a couple of invitations to meetings and it did indicate

       13      on the bottom Second Attempt or Parent Didn't Show.  I'm

       14      pretty sure about that.  Other than that, I don't recall the

       15      reasonable attempts, no.

       16             Q     Is there anything else that you wanted to

       17      clarify today for the board that I may not have already

       18      covered on redirect?

       19                   MR. FENNICK:  I object to that question.

       20      The testimony is to be by questions by counsel which can be

       21      objected to if improper and answers by a witness, not

       22      "Anything else you want to say?"

       23                   MR. LITTS:  Well --
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       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That's relevant to this

       25      proceeding.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Well, if you have a question, ask a

        2      question.

        3             Q     Have I omitted anything, Dr. Gustafson, from

        4      the record?

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  How's that?

        6                   MR. FENNICK:  Then I get to see all your

        7      questions because you opened the door to that and I get to

        8      look at your list.

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  My questions you're welcome to,

       10      Attorney Fennick.  You won't be able to read my handwriting,

       11      guaranteed.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Dr. Gustafson, is there anything

       13      else you think is important for the board to know or not?

       14             A     I don't think so at this time.

       15                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, I don't know if you

       16      have any recross.

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  Yeah, just a couple.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  Well, the board will ask some

       19      questions, so do you want to have the board ask questions

       20      first and then the attorneys?

       21                   Board members have any questions of

       22      Dr. Gustafson?

       23                   MR. BOCKELMAN:  I have one.

       24                             - - -

       25
�
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        1      BY MR. BOCKELMAN:

        2             Q     You testified that there's a law that states
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        3      that there's a timeline to deliver students' records.  Does

        4      that include Special Ed. students' records also or is there

        5      a separate section under the Special Ed. law that pertains

        6      to the release of student records under Special Ed.?

        7             A     That is the Special Ed. law, that the records

        8      should be released within 10 school days upon the

        9      notification that that child has enrolled in another

       10      district or another public agency.

       11             Q     I wasn't clear on that.

       12                   MR. BOCKELMAN:  Thank you.

       13                             - - -

       14      BY MR. LITTS:

       15             Q     I have a couple of questions, Dr. Gustafson.

       16      First off, just logistically, if there's a Pocono Mountain

       17      School District student who has been identified as eligible

       18      for Special Ed. and has received services and that student

       19      transfers to the charter school, another school district,

       20      a private school does the school district just automatically

       21      transfer those Special Education records once it receives

       22      notification that the new school wants records?

       23             A     Yes.

       24             Q     So, at the risk of putting words in your mouth,

       25      the school district gathers health records, Special Ed.
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        1      records, other types of records essentially all at once and

        2      transmits them to the new school.

        3             A     Yes.

        4             Q     With regards to the, I believe, 22 students

        5      that have been the subject of your testimony is my

        6      recollection correct that all but one of those students

        7      were at the charter school and then returned to the school

        8      district?
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        9             A     Correct, they were all -- yes.

       10             Q     And because they returned to --

       11             A     Well, the ones that I spoke about, which were

       12      1 through 6, 13, and 20, 21, and 22, all but 22.

       13             Q     And because they were returning to the school

       14      district and either they've been -- that was the reason you

       15      were expecting records from the charter school.

       16             A     Correct.

       17             Q     I guess the other question I have is were there

       18      instances -- and I'm specifically referring to the kids that

       19      have been NOREPed out of Special Ed. services by the charter

       20      school.  You had discussed in your testimony reevaluating

       21      some of those students.  Who initiated that?  Was it

       22      initiated by the school district or by the parents or it

       23      depends on the facts?

       24             A     It depends on the facts.  I'd have to look

       25      back.  I know Student No. 1 was initiated by the parent ...
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        1      it depends.  I'd have to research it a little further.  I

        2      think most of them, though, were initiated by the -- either

        3      we needed additional information that we didn't receive

        4      which is -- we can require that now.  It's one of the boxes

        5      on the form that if you need additional information you can

        6      reevaluate the child.  So, probably most of them were by the

        7      school district, but I'd have to look.

        8             Q     The other question I had is what you just

        9      received when you took the stand again, Charter School

       10      Exhibit 10.  Is it your recollection that you did not

       11      receive a copy of this document when you requested the

       12      student's Special Education records from the charter school?

       13             A     Correct.
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       14             Q     So, the first time you're seeing this document

       15      is today?

       16             A     Yes.

       17             Q     Mr. Fennick referred to, I believe, a

       18      reevaluation report for Student No. 1 and he asked you to

       19      review it and he specifically referred to some WISC scores

       20      for that student.  Do you recall that?

       21             A     Yes.

       22             Q     If you know -- and I realize the report

       23      mentions WISC scores while I guess the student was enrolled

       24      in the charter school.  Do you know if those scores were

       25      transmitted to the school district or whoever did this
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        1      report?

        2             A     I would only speculate, so I don't know for

        3      sure.

        4             Q     And my follow-up question would have been

        5      when -- if ... as assistant superintendent, do you have any

        6      responsibility or involvement in the review of invoices from

        7      Pocono Mountain Charter School just as they would get an

        8      invoice for Student A, B, and C and whether there should be

        9      payment?

       10             A     It depends on what the invoice would be for.

       11      If it's for purchase orders, for equipment --

       12             Q     I'm specifically talking about if a student is

       13      enrolled in the charter school, the charter school sends an

       14      invoice to the school district saying, "You need to pay the

       15      monthly allotment for the student's enrollment in the

       16      charter school," do you have any involvement in that at all?

       17             A     No.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  Those are all the questions I have.

       19      Do any other board members have questions for this witness?
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       20      No.

       21                   Why don't we do this?  We'll do any recross for

       22      you, Mr. Fennick, and then Miss Schurdak and I believe that

       23      would be it for today.

       24                             - - -

       25
�
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        1      RECROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. FENNICK:

        2             Q     You have Charter School 10 in front of you,

        3      the report regarding Student 1.  I think it's on the right

        4      corner of the table.

        5             A     Yeah.

        6             Q     When I asked you about this earlier you said

        7      you didn't have time to digest it.  Now you have evidently

        8      had time to digest it.

        9             A     Well, I haven't read it thoroughly.

       10             Q     You answered Attorney Schurdak's question.

       11      You said it substantiated your concerns about the students.

       12             A     Because I read the Summary and Recommendation

       13      that you asked me to read on the back.

       14             Q     Which say that ....

       15                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, if you have a

       16      question --

       17             Q     I'm asking, does the summary -- I asked you

       18      this before.  Does the Summary and Recommendation allay your

       19      concerns about the charter school not providing the services

       20      that this child needed?

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Asked and answered.

       22                   MR. FENNICK:  No, she didn't --

       23                   MS. SCHURDAK:  It was asked on --

       24                   MR. LITTS:  She can answer the question.
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       25             A     As I stated before, this report -- I wasn't
�
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        1      concerned about services that were to be provided for this

        2      student based on this report because it's specific service.

        3      It had to do with whether the student had the aide or not.

        4             Q     You said that this is a student who came to

        5      your school, you saw that there was a need for some services

        6      that was very apparent, and you provided this aide and you

        7      were concerned because the charter school -- you didn't see

        8      proof that the charter school had provided this aide.  Is

        9      that your concern about this student?

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.  That was not her

       11      testimony.

       12                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, let her say that.

       13                   MR. LITTS:  Hold up.  Counsel, please sit down,

       14      both of you, and be quiet for a second.

       15                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm not standing.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  Well, Miss Schurdak is.

       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I tend to stand because I'm used

       18      to being in front of a judge and you stand when you object.

       19      I apologize.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  Fine.  Just before you guys get all

       21      ramped up about this, let's make sure we're all on the same

       22      page here.  Charter School 10, if I've marked this

       23      correctly, refers to Student No. 2.

       24                   MR. FENNICK:  Correct.

       25                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Mm-hmm.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  And, again, I'm referring back to

        2      the notes that we developed at the last hearing and, you

        3      know, there's a code word for aide that we used with another

        4      student.  I don't believe it was No. 2 and I want to make
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        5      sure we're not mixing up numbers here.  That's all I'm --

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I don't think we're mixing up

        7      numbers, I think we're mixing up terms.

        8                   MR. LITTS:  Well --

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Code words.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  That was my concern.  So, if I was,

       11      you know, just being dense here I apologize to counsel.  So,

       12      Mr. Fennick, I apologize.  You can ask your question with

       13      regard to this exhibit again, please.

       14             Q     Tell me if I'm characterizing your testimony

       15      wrong.  I'm going to ask you to do that rather than your

       16      attorney.  I understood your testimony to be the student

       17      arrives at your school, you believe there's a need for a

       18      particular service, and you're concerned that this student

       19      was not getting that service at the charter school.  Have I

       20      characterized that correctly?

       21             A     Not at all.  My concern with this student is we

       22      weren't aware that this student -- in reviewing the records

       23      we did receive, especially an reevaluation report by the

       24      charter school, there was no indication in that report of

       25      the needs of this student concerning physical needs.
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        1             Q     Okay.

        2             A     That was my testimony.

        3             Q     So, your concern was not whether the charter

        4      school was providing the service, but whether this service

        5      was mentioned in the report.

        6             A     And there was no indication that any services

        7      were being provided.

        8             Q     Okay.  So, you were concerned that she's not

        9      getting the services.  Why are you fighting with me on this?
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       10      Are you concerned that she's not --

       11                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Objection.

       12             Q     -- getting the services --

       13                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, that's argumentative.

       14      If you have a question, ask the question.

       15                   MR. FENNICK:  I don't know if it's obvious to

       16      anybody else.

       17             Q     Were you concerned that she was getting the

       18      services?

       19             A     I was concerned -- not the services that you're

       20      indicating -- that are indicated in this report.

       21             Q     You were concerned that she wasn't getting

       22      others.

       23             A     It's -- I'm watching the confidentiality.

       24      I'm sorry.

       25             Q     No, this has nothing to do with
�
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        1      confidentiality.

        2                   MS. SCHURDAK:  It does.  I mean, the witness --

        3      if she gets into specifics --

        4                   MR. LITTS:  I'm not asking her to get into

        5      specifics and you can use A, B, C, D if there's multiple

        6      services.

        7             A     My primary concern was that it wasn't indicated

        8      anywhere in the records we received of the needs of this

        9      student and to provide a comparable program with

       10      supplementary supports and services, assistive whatever,

       11      equipment, whatever the student may need, it was difficult

       12      to program for that when you don't know what these needs

       13      are, but -- until that student walks through your door.

       14             Q     And now you see the report.  Would you agree

       15      with me that the report says that the charter school should
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       16      not be providing those services?

       17             A     I have to read the report entirely.

       18             Q     Come on.  She asked you questions about your

       19      concerns and you managed to say, "Oh, yes, it makes my

       20      concerns about the charter school much more serious."

       21                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, Ms. Schurdak, I'm

       22      going to rule on this.  If the witness needs some time to

       23      review the document -- it's two pages.  She can read it and

       24      then answer questions.  Do you need time, Dr. Gustafson?

       25             A     Yes.
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Okay, then read the document.

        2             A     Actually, I can answer it because it's an IEP

        3      team decision or an MDE team decision in an evaluation what

        4      the elegibility for Special Education services is for a

        5      child.  The reevaluation that I read for this child did not

        6      have any information such as a summary of this report in

        7      that reevaluation, that anybody even addressed it, talked

        8      about it, the team discussed it.  It's a team decision.

        9      This person that did this should have been part of that

       10      team.  Related service personnel are part of the team, if

       11      necessary.

       12                   MR. FENNICK:  I'm going to move to strike the

       13      entire answer as being unresponsive.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  Actually, I think it is responsive.

       15             Q     Does that report recommend that the charter

       16      school provide services or does it recommend quarterly

       17      monitoring and consultation?

       18             A     It recommends monitoring and consultative

       19      services.

       20             Q     Thank you.  Now, with regard to the fact that
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       21      a single provider cannot make a determination of Special

       22      Education needs, did you send the charter school, with

       23      regard to Student 22, a report about the student's needs?

       24             A     Did I send ... could you --

       25             Q     Did you send the charter school a report from a
�
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        1      provider about an individual student's needs?

        2             A     The charter school sent it to us.  You don't

        3      have the complete -- you didn't review the complete

        4      document.  There's a letter that accompanies that from the

        5      charter school as to why this packet was sent.  If we can

        6      review the whole thing it will certainly explain itself.

        7             Q     Did you -- all right, never mind.  You agree

        8      with me, though, that one person cannot make a determination

        9      whether a student's eligible for Special Education.

       10             A     Not one person, correct.

       11             Q     Now, you were asked a question about whether

       12      there's a financial repercussion whether a student is

       13      Special Education or not?  Did you -- go ahead.

       14             A     The question was is there an incentive.

       15             Q     Well, let me just ask it this way.  Would you

       16      agree that the charter school receives more money from the

       17      school district if a student is identified as a Special

       18      Education student?

       19             A     It costs more to --

       20             Q     Answer the question, please.

       21             A     Yes.

       22             Q     Thank you.  Now, Student No. 22 is one where

       23      you said that the parents specifically had registered a

       24      complaint with you about what happened at the charter

       25      school.
�
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        1             A     That was not my testimony at all.

        2             Q     Okay.  Did the parents express some unhappiness

        3      to you --

        4             A     I did not speak with the parents.

        5             Q     Okay.  Who complained to you about it?

        6                   MR. LITTS:  There wasn't any complaint about

        7      22.  Her testimony was that she received parent complaints

        8      or had discussion for Students 1, 20, and 21.

        9             Q     Okay.  So, with Students 1, 20, and 21 did you

       10      tell them to file complaints with the Department of

       11      Education or file for due process?

       12             A     I did not.

       13             Q     Why not?

       14             A     I didn't.

       15             Q     If they file for due process their complaint --

       16             A     They were given their procedural safeguards.

       17             Q     Would you agree that if they prevail at a due

       18      process hearing they could get compensatory education?

       19             A     From the charter school?

       20             Q     Mm-hmm.

       21             A     I would agree.

       22             Q     And being interested in the student's welfare

       23      why wouldn't you tell them that, tell the parents that?

       24             A     We explain the rights through the procedural

       25      safeguards notice.
�
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        1             Q     And as far as you know, none of those students

        2      have filed a due process hearing request regarding the

        3      charter school.

        4             A     1, 20, and 22.  Or 1, 21 and 22.

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to render an objection
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        6      as well beyond the scope of my redirect.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  That's true.

        8                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, she's introducing evidence

        9      that the charter school's programming is not correct

       10      because -- through hearsay statements that somebody -- a

       11      parent complained to her which in itself is absurd, but

       12      we're allowing it, but then when I ask her did the parents

       13      file any complaints against the charter school, which goes

       14      to exactly the same point, that's objectionable.  Why?

       15                   MR. LITTS:  Well, does the witness know?  Did

       16      the parent -- did the parents of Students 20, 21 ....

       17                   MR. FENNICK:  And 1.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  And 1 file complaints against the

       19      charter school?  If she knows.  Yes or no?

       20             A     Not that I'm aware of.

       21             Q     Thank you.  You mentioned some letters that you

       22      sent to the charter school offering to help provide things,

       23      whatever.  Are you -- are those the letters that we've

       24      talked about that you wrote to Mr. Severs?

       25             A     Yes.
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        1             Q     With regard to Students 20, 21, 22, do you have

        2      personal knowledge of their situations or are you relying on

        3      what you were told by your staff?

        4             A     Personal knowledge of their situations.

        5             Q     And on --

        6             A     I'm sorry, did you say 22 also or --

        7             Q     20, 21, 22.

        8                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And, again, I'm not sure -- I

        9      believe this is well outside the scope of my redirect.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I'm going to allow it.

       11             A     Not 22.
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       12             Q     Okay.  And, finally, Mr. Litts asked you about

       13      WISC scores in an RR and whether those scores were from the

       14      charter school.  That was your RR.  Do you agree with me?

       15      That was the district's RR.

       16             A     Yes.

       17             Q     So, the fact that charter school WISC scores

       18      are in there means that the charter school shared those

       19      scores with the district.

       20             A     I don't know if that was his question.

       21                   MR. LITTS:  That was my question.  I was trying

       22      to find out if she knows that they were shared.

       23                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, you have them in your --

       24             A     Yes.

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  I didn't think she answered.
�
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        1      I'm done.

        2                   MR. LITTS:  I have -- I'll just let you know,

        3      I have a question based on your questions, but, Miss

        4      Schurdak, do you have any questions?

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Just -- I'm not sure if anyone

        6      caught this.  In CS-10 there's another redaction that needs

        7      to be made on Page 1.

        8                   MR. FENNICK:  Yes.

        9                             - - -

       10      REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MS. SCHURDAK:

       11             Q     With respect to CS-10, are there any

       12      accommodations noted for this student in the report?

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  What is the scope of the

       14      permissible questions, Mr. Litts?

       15                   MR. LITTS:  You guys are both out of bounds.

       16      So, I mean ....
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       17                   MS. SCHURDAK:  No.  I believe for purposes of

       18      the record, Attorney Fennick specifically asked about what

       19      the Summary and Recommendations were on CS-10.  I'm now

       20      going back to CS-10 to see if there are any accommodations

       21      listed for this student.

       22                   MR. FENNICK:  But we've been through four

       23      rounds of questions.  That's ....

       24                   MR. ANDERS:  That's all you get.  You can ask

       25      questions from the board, but not what --
�
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I'm assuming it's very short.

        2      You can answer the question.

        3             A     There are accommodations in terms of assistance

        4      the student would need to manage her belongings which was my

        5      concern, our concern, the principal's concern, everybody's

        6      concern when she entered our school.

        7             Q     One question based on Attorney Litts's

        8      question.  I think when he was asking you about Students 1

        9      through 21 he said students returning to the district and I

       10      just want to clarify it for the record.  Are you saying

       11      Students 1 through 21 went from the district to the charter

       12      school to the district?

       13             A     Some of them did, yes.

       14             Q     But not all of them.

       15             A     Right.

       16             Q     Okay.  I just -- because returned to me

       17      connotes them starting here, going there, and coming back.

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That's it.

       19                             - - -

       20      BY MR. LITTS:

       21             Q     I have one question.  I just want to make sure

       22      I understand this.  And, again, referring to Charter School
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       23      10.  We're talking about Student No. 2.  Am I correct that

       24      you had testified that you had reviewed a reevaluation

       25      report for Student No. 2.
�
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        1             A     Yes, from the charter school.

        2             Q     From the charter school.  And, presumably, if

        3      you know, the reevaluation report was prepared later than

        4      Charter School Exhibit 10.

        5             A     Not sure.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  Well, then, I don't have any

        7      follow-up questions if you're not sure.  I think that's all

        8      my questioning.

        9                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I don't have anything further.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  Okay.  Well, it is 2 o'clock.  My

       11      understanding is the administration has no further witnesses

       12      to present at this time.  Is that correct?

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That is correct.  The

       14      administration is resting at this time.

       15                   MR. LITTS:  Okay.  We have a couple of exhibits

       16      that we received today.  Dr. Gustafson, you may have a seat.

       17      And, actually, one for February 9th, Charter School 10 which

       18      we'll place into evidence after it's redacted.

       19                   Is there anything else exhibit wise, Mr.

       20      Fennick, that I'm missing for today?

       21                   MR. FENNICK:  No, I do not believe so.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  I don't think so either.  So,

       23      pursuant to the agreement because of the possibility of

       24      weather --

       25                   MR. FENNICK:  Before you dismiss, I need to put
�
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        1      some motions on the record and before I even say anything I
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        2      am perfectly happy to get the transcript and do it in

        3      writing based on the transcript.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Good, because we're not doing any

        5      motions.  You can put it in writing so I can read it.  So,

        6      you can present it at the next hearing.

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  I was going to offer -- I was

        8      going to say we ought to do it before the next hearing.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  Why?

       10                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, because if the motion is

       11      sustained that's going to limit what we need to present.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Well, let's go off the record for a

       13      second.

       14                   (Off record.)

       15                   MR. LITTS:  We're back on the record.  Mr.

       16      Fennick has advised that he would like to file a couple of

       17      motions to strike all or part of Dr. Gustafson's testimony

       18      and another motion with regards to dismissing certain counts

       19      in the revocation notice for lack of evidence, and probably

       20      another motion that I don't know about.

       21                   What I have advised counsel is I would like

       22      these motions in writing.  I would like those motions to be

       23      provided to opposing counsel within 10 days unless there is

       24      some objection to that and then, Miss Schurdak, you can file

       25      a response within 10 days and I should be copied on whatever
�
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        1      you send to opposing counsel and that will give me an

        2      opportunity to review those things in advance of our next

        3      scheduled hearing session and then we can address those.

        4      So, that's what I'd like to do.  Are there any questions

        5      about that?

        6                   MR. FENNICK:  The only question I have is

        7      whether you want us to have the benefit of any transcript.
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        8      If so, 10 days might be too soon.

        9                   MR. LITTS:  If you want to get a transcript on

       10      an expedited basis you're more than welcome to pay for it.

       11                   MR. FENNICK:  I was going to suggest 10 days

       12      from when we get the transcripts so that --

       13                   MR. LITTS:  I know our stenographer is a very

       14      busy person and we have dates scheduled that are already

       15      announced.  I want to keep things moving.

       16                   Unless there is anything else, we are in recess

       17      until March 18th, 2010, at this location and we'll commence

       18      again at 10 o'clock a.m.  Thank you.

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you, Mr. Litts.

       20                             - - -

       21                   (Whereupon, the above adjourned at 2:08 o'clock

       22      p.m. on Tuesday, February 9, 2010.)

       23

       24

       25
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        2                   C E R T I F I C A T I O N

        3                     I, Donna G. Kenderdine, R.P.R., do hereby

        4      certify that the foregoing was taken stenographically by me

        5      on February 9, 2010, and that this transcript is a true and

        6      correct transcript of the same, fully transcribed under my

        7      direction, to the best of my ability and skill.

        8                     I further certify that I am not a relative or

        9      employee of any of the parties in this action; that I am not

       10      a relative or employee of any attorney in this action; and

       11      that I am not financially interested in the event of this

       12      action.
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